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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Introduction to the One-way 
Random Model 
Searle (1971, p. 377), discussed a laboratory experiment 
to study the maternal ability of mice. This experiment used 
litter weights of ten-day-old litters as a measure of maternal 
ability. Six litters from each of four dams, all of one 
breed, constituted the experimental units. A suitable model 
for analyzing the data is the one-way classification model 
y.. = y + a. + e.. ( i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1,2,3,4,5,6), 
XJ X xj 
where y.. is the weight of the jth litter from the ith dam, 
XJ 
y represents the overall mean, a^^ is the effect due to the 
ith dam, and e^j is an error term. 
Maternal ability is surely a variable that is subject to 
biological variation from animal to animal. The prime con­
cern of the experiment is unlikely to center specifically on 
the four female mice used in the experiment. They can be 
regarded as a sample of size four from a very large popula­
tion of female mice. 
The model for this experiment is a particular case of 
the balanced one-way random model; 
y^j = y + a^ + e^j (i = j = 1,...,J), 
where y^j is the response of the jth unit in the ith group, y 
2 
is the overall mean, a^ is a random effect associated with the 
ith group, and e^j is a random error or residual effect. 
We assume that aj^,...,aj constitutes a random sample from a 
2 
normal distribution with zero mean and variance Simi­
larly, ej^2^,ej^2» • • • fSjj are assumed to be a random sample 
2 from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance a^. 
Furthermore, sampling of the a^'s is assumed to be indepen­
dent of that of the e^^^ ' s, implying in particular that the 
covariance between each a. and each e.. is zero. X Ij 
The balanced one-way random model can be summarized as 
follows ; 
y.-^ = y + a. + e. . (i = l,...,l; j = 1,...,J), (l.A.l) 
IJ X X J  
2  
where are identically distributed as N(0,a^), 
2 
®11'®12'* *''®IJ identically distributed as N(0,Og), and 
a^^,... ,aj,ej^j^,e^2'• • • r®ij are statistically independent. 
Let be the realized, but unobservable, value of the 
random effect a^. In many applications, there is interest 
in estimating the a^'s. The estimation of is sometimes 
called "prediction of a^." For the mice example, one ob­
jective of the experiment may have been to evaluate the 
four females as candidates for some subsequent experiment. 
The subject of this dissertation is statistical in­
ference for y, for the a^'s, and for linear combinations of 
3 
these parameters. In most past work on this problem, it 
2 2 has been assumed that the variance ratio Og/a^ is known. How­
ever, this assumption is generally not realistic. We shall 
describe various estimators of the parameters of interest 
and study certain properties of these estimators, taking the 
variance ratio to be unknown. We consider both unconditional 
and conditional properties. By unconditional properties we 
mean properties based on model (I.A.I). By conditional 
properties, we mean properties based on model (I.A.I), but 
conditional on a^ = (i = 1,...,I). Throughout this 
dissertation we use the terms bias, total bias, mean squared 
error, and total mean squared error as equivalent to the 
terms unconditional bias, total unconditional bias, un­
conditional mean squared error, and total unconditional 
mean squared error, respectively. In essence, model (I.A.I) 
conditional on a^ = (i = 1,...,I) is the balanced one-way 
fixed model, which can be written as 
y.. - y + a. + e.. (i = 1,...,I; j = 1,...,J), (I.A.2) 
IJ J- IJ 
2 
where Sn' * *'^U distributed independently as N(0,a^) 
and where are fixed and unknown. Some estimators 
of linear combinations of derived under the 
random model (I.A.l) will be seen to have good conditional 
properties, as well as good unconditional properties. In 
fact, the random model (I.A.l) can be regarded as a Bayesian 
4 
formulation of the fixed model (I.A.2), so that estimators 
of linear combinations of under (I.A.I) can be 
interpreted as Bayesian estimators of the same parameters 
under (I.A.2). 
We now introduce some notation (in the context of the 
balanced one-way random model) that will be used in subse­
quent chapters. 
Let 
= y + (I.A.3) 
represent the conditional mean of the ith group, and let 
m^ 5= y + a^ (i = 1,...,I). (I.A.4) 
Define the vectors 
a = (a^^,... ,aj.) ', a = (a^^,... ,aj) ', (I.A.5) 
y = (y^^,... ,yJ.) •, and m = (m^^,... ^ m^) ' . (I.A.6) 
The among-groups and within-groups expected mean squares 
are denoted by 
Y = af + Ja^ and Y» = (I.A.7) 
' a e a e e 
respectively. The ratio of expected mean squares is 
2 2 
Y_ G_ + JO 
p = — = 2 • (I.A.8) 
Note that p is known if and only if the variance ratio 
2 2 
Og/Og is known. 
Let 
y* = y + a, and at=a^-â" (i = (I.A.9) 
where 
_ I 
a. = a / I )  z a, . (I.A.10) 
h=l " 
The among-groups and within-»groups sums of squares are 
SS^ = JE(y. -y )^, and SS = EE(y..-y )^, (I.A.11) â ' 1 » * # c ». X J • * X Xj 
respectively. The corresponding mean squares are given by 
MSa = SS^/(I-1), and MS^ = SS^/dJ-I). (I.A.12) 
Define 
, (I.A.13) 
and 
A = (1/2) (I-l)J(s^/ag) . (I.A.14) 
Let 
I 
t = &ny + Z &.a. (I.A.15) 
0 i=l 1 1 
represent an arbitrary linear combination of the parameters 
y, ,..., a J, and let 
I 
t = &«y + Z &.a. . (I.A.16) 
" i=l 1 1 
6 
The symbols CT^, Y, Y, and T will be used to denote 
arbitrary estimators of , ]£, Y, and T, respectively, 
unless otherwise stated. The symbol y. denotes the vector 
of responses (yii/yi2'* * *'^IJ^'* 
The one-way random model (I.A.I) is a particular case 
of the general mixed linear model. It is convenient to 
present some basic definitions and properties in the context 
of this general model. 
B. The General Mixed Model: Basic 
Definitions and Results 
The general mixed model is ; 
I = M + Za + e, (I.B.I) 
where y. is an nxl vector of random variables whose observed 
values comprise the data points, X and Z are matrices of 
known "regressors" with dimensions nxp and nxq, respectively, 
^ is a pxl vector of fixed unknown parameters, and a and e 
are random vectors of dimensions qxl and nxl, respectively. 
2 
It is assumed that a is distributed as N(£, a^D), e is 
2 distributed as N (0^, a^I) , and that a and e are statistically 
independent. The symbol I represents the identity matrix, D 
is a nonnegative definite matrix, not necessarily known, and 
2 is an unknown positive parameter.. 
Let a represent the realized value of the random vector 
7 
a. Our objective is to estimate linear combinations of the 
elements of £ and a. Let T = represent an 
arbitrary linear combination of these elements, and let 
t = iii + Aja- • 
The term conditional will subsequently be used to mean 
"conditional on a = a", unless otherwise stated. Note that 
the general mixed linear model conditional on a = a is a 
fixed linear model. 
Definition I.B.I; An estimator T(^) is said to be linear 
if T{^) = c+d'^ for some constant c and some constant vector d. 
Definition I.B.2; Under the general mixed linear model, an 
estimator f(y) T is said to be unbiased (or unconditionally 
unbiased) if E[T(^)]= E(t) = 
Definition I.E.3; Under the general mixed linear model, an 
estimator T(^) of T is said to be conditionally unbiased if 
E[T (Y.) |A = a] = T. 
Definition I.B.4; Under the general mixed linear model, the 
parametric function T is said to be estimable if ' there:-' • 
exists a linear estimator that estimates it unconditionally 
unbiasedly, or, equivalently, if = d"X for some constant 
vector d. 
8 
Definition I.B.5; Under the general mixed linear model, the 
parametric function T is said to be conditionally estimable 
if there exists a linear estimator that estimates it condi­
tionally unbiasedly, or, equivalently, if = d*X and 
Il2 ~ some constant vector d. 
Note that an estimator that is conditionally unbiased 
is also unbiased, while the converse is not necessarily 
true. Similarly, a conditionally estimable parametric func­
tion is also estimable, but an estimable function is not 
necessarily conditionally estimable. 
Definition I.B.6; Under the general mixed linear model, the 
mean squared error (MSE), or unconditional mean squared 
error, of an estimator T (Y,) of T is defined to be 
MSE[f(%) ,T] = E[F(%)-T]2. 
Definition I.B.7; Under the general mixed linear model, the 
conditional mean squared error (CMSE) of an estimator f (;^) of 
T is defined to be CMSE[f(%), T] = E{ [f (y.)-T] a = a}. 
It is instructive to think of the CMSE in terms of the 
role that it plays in best linear unbiased estimation under 
a fixed linear model. The linear conditionally unbiased 
estimator that minimizes the CMSE under the general mixed 
linear model is given by the well-known Gauss^Markov theorem. 
There is an extended version of this theorem that gives 
9 
the linear (unconditionally) unbiased estimator that mini­
mizes the (unconditional) MSE under the general mixed linear 
model. Prior to reviewing these results, it is convenient 
to review the definitions of normal equations and of 
equations known as mixed^model equations. 
Definition I.B.8; The linear equations 
X'X 
Z'X z ' z  
1 X'Z 
5 Z'z 
(I.B.2) 
in ^  and a are known as the normal equations. 
Definition I.B.9s If D is known and positive definite, the 
linear equations 
X'X 
Z'X 
X'Z 
Z'Z+D -1 
e 
a 
X'Z 
Z'z 
(I.B.3) 
in a,nd a are known as (Henderson's) mixed-model equations. 
Harville (1976) provides various extended versions of 
the mixed-model equations for the case where D is known and 
nonnegative definite. 
Define 
V - I + ZDZ ' (I.B.4) 
so that (under the general mixed linear model) 
Var (Y) = a V. 
10 
As discussed in the following theorem, the Equations (I.B.3) 
can be related to equations introduced by Aitken (1934), 
known as the Aitken equations. 
A 
Theorem I.B.I; The vectors £ and â form a solution to 
Henderson's mixed-model equations if and only if 
(X'V"^X)£ = X'V"^^ (I.E.5} 
and 
a = DZ'v"^ (y-2ç|) . (I.E.6) 
A proof of this theorem was given, e.g., by Harville 
(1976). Equations (I.E.5) are the Aitken equations. 
Let T = + ^ 22 + XJA'R 
The following theorem is a restatement (in the context 
of the general mixed linear model) of the Gauss-Markov 
theorem. 
Theorem I.E.2 (Gauss-Markov): Take the model to be the 
general mixed linear model, and let § and a represent any 
solutions to the normal equations. If T is conditionally 
estimable, then T is a linear conditionally unbiased esti­
mator of T and has uniformly smaller CMSE than any other 
linear conditionally unbiased estimator of T. 
We refer to f as the best linear conditionally unbiased 
estimator (ELCUE) of T. A proof of the Gauss-Markov theorem 
11 
is given, e.g., by Graybill (1976, p. 219). This theorem is 
equivalent to a special case of the following theorem. 
Theorem I.B.3 (Extended Gauss-Markov): Take the model 
A A 
to be the general mixed linear model, and let £ and a 
represent any solution to the mixed-model equations (I.B.3). 
If T is estimable, and D is known and positive definite, 
then T is a linear (unconditionally) unbiased estimator of T 
and has uniformly smaller (unconditional) MSE than any other 
linear unbiased estimator of t. 
We refer to t as the best linear unbiased estimator 
(BLUE) of T. A proof of the Extended Gauss-Markov theorem 
is given, e.g., by Harville (1976), who also provides ex­
tended versions for the case where D is known and non-
negative definite. 
Let A~ denote an arbitrary generalized inverse of an 
arbitrary matrix A. The following two theorems give the 
MSE of the BLUE and the CMSE of the BLCUE of a linear 
parametric function T. 
Theorem I.B.4: Take the model to be the general mixed linear 
model. If T is (unconditionally) estimable, and D is known 
and positive definite, then 
(I.B.7) MSE (t , T) = 0_rÀ' A' 1 X'X 
Z'X 
X'Z 
Z ' Z+D -1 
-2 
12 
A proof of Theorem I.B.4 is given, e.g., by Harville 
(1976), who also provides extended versions for the case 
where D is known and nonnegative definite. 
Theorem I.B.5; Take the model to be the general mixed 
linear model. If T is conditionally estimable, then 
CMSE(t,t) = Var(T:|'a=a) 
(I.B.8) 
A proof of Theorem I.B.5 is given, e.g., by Searle 
(1971, Chapter 5). This theorem is equivalent to a special 
case of Theorem I.B.4. 
The concepts of unbiasedness and mean squared error 
are useful for evaluating the performance of individual 
estimators. We now give some criteria that can be used to 
evaluate ensemble properties of a vector of estimators. 
Let 
y = X3 + ^  and m = X3 + (I.B.9) 
Let 2. = 0(%) represent an arbitrary estimator of y. The 
ith components of 0, y, and m will be denoted by and 
$ 
m^, respectively (i = l,...,n). 
X'X X'Z 
Z ' X  z ' z  
-2 
13 
Definition I.B.IO; Under the general mixed linear model, 
the total bias (TB) of £ as an estimator of jj is defined as 
n 
TB{Û,y) = L E(q.-m.). (I.B.IO) 
i=l 1 1 
Note that the total bias of £ is the sum of the indi­
vidual biases of its components. An analogous definition for 
conditional bias is as follows: 
Definition I.B.ll; Under the general mixed linear model, 
the total conditional bias (TCB) of ^  as an estimator of jj 
is defined as 
n 
TCBCafU) = Z E[{îj^-y^|a=a] . (I.B.ll) 
i=l 
Definition I.B.12; Under the general mixed linear model, 
the total mean squared error (TMSE) of Q as an estimator of 
y is given by 
n 2 
TMSE( q,y) = E E(0.-m.) 
i=l 1 1 
= E[0-m]•la-m]. (I.B.12) 
Definition I.B.13; Under the general mixed linear model, 
the total conditional mean squared error (TCMSE) of 0 as 
an estimator of y is given by 
n 2 
TCMSE(a,y) = Z E[(0.-y,) |a=a] 
i=l ^ ^ 
= E{[Ç-y] '[£-y]I a = a}. (I.B.13) 
14 
The TMSE and TCMSE are sums of the corresponding mean 
squared errors of the individual components. 
Let £ and 5 represent any solution to the normal equa­
tions (I.B.2), and £ and a any solution to the mixed-
model equations (I.B.3) . Let ^ and ^ = 
A x p  + The Extended Gauss-Markov theorem assures us that, 
among all estimators of that are linear, and component­
wise unbiased, £ uniformly minimizes TMSE. An analogous 
result holds for £ and TCMSE. However, it is well-known 
that, if rank (X, ^ 3, there exist nonlinear biased esti­
mators that dominate ^ under the TCMSE criterion (see e.g., 
Arnold, 1981, Chapter 11). 
Many of the unconditional properties and definitions 
described above required the matrix D to be known. In 
practice, at least some elements of D will generally be un­
known. The traditional advice on estimating linear combina­
tions of the elements of ^  and a when D is unknown has been 
to first estimate D and to then proceed as though that esti­
mate were the true matrix D. Harville (.1977) gave a review 
(primarily in the context of variance-component estimation) 
2 
of various techniques for estimating D and a^. In general, 
different estimators for D will, upon their substitution in 
(I.B.5) and (I.B.6), produce different estimators for linear 
combinations of the elements of a and 3. The conditional and 
15 
unconditional mean squared errors of the latter estimators 
tend not to have simple expressions, making comparisons among 
these estimators difficult. We attempt to evaluate and 
compare the conditional and unconditional mean squared errors 
of these estimators in the context of one of the simplest 
versions of the general mixed linear model, namely, the 
balanced one-way random model. Even for this relatively simple 
model, the problem of evaluating the mean squared errors of 
the various estimators of linear combinations of fixed and 
random effects is by no means trivial. 
C. Overview of the Remaining Chapters 
In Chapter II, we review some.basic, but very important, 
results for the balanced one-way classification. Essentially, 
we give these the general results of section I.B, as applied 
to this simple model. In section II.A, we discuss the fixed-
effects model. In section II.B, we apply the mixed-model 
techniques discussed in Chapter I to the one-way random-
2 2 2 
effects model, taking the ratio p = Og/fOg+Ja^) to be known 
2 2 (and taking and to be as defined in section I.A). 
Section II.C relates the random model to a Bayesian formu­
lation of the fixed model. By exploiting this relationship, 
various estimators of group contrasts under the random 
model can be interpreted as Bayes estimators of the same 
16 
contrasts under the fixed model. 
Chapter III is a key chapter. It discusses estimators 
of the ratio p and the corresponding estimators of linear 
combinations of realized values of random effects. A list 
of 18 estimators of p was compiled, based on the literature 
on variance component estimation. These estimators are sepa­
rated into five categories and are summarized in section 
III.P. 
Different estimators of p produce different estimators 
of the realized values of the random effects. In Chapters IV 
and V,.we attempt to evaluate and compare the unconditional and 
conditional biases and mean squared errors of the latter esti­
mators. In Chapter IV, we study the unconditional properties 
of the estimators, while Chapter V covers the conditional 
properties. The results of Chapter V reveal how estimators 
derived under the random model behave when the effects are 
in fact fixed. It is found that, in general, these esti­
mators tend to have good ensemble conditional properties and 
to dominate the ordinary least-squares estimator under the 
total conditional mean squared error criterion. Convenient 
expressions are given in these two chapters for the biases 
and mean squared errors of two types of estimators. Expressions 
are also given for the biases and mean squared errors of the 
other three types of estimators. The latter expressions 
17 
are more complicated than those for the first two types, but 
should prove useful in numerical studies. 
18 
II. THE BALANCED ONE-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
A. The Balanced One-Way Fixed-Effects Model 
The balanced one-way fixed model was defined in (I.A.2). 
We summarize some basic results about this model. A more 
detailed exposition is given, e.g., by Searle (1971, Chapter 
4), and by Snedecor and Cochran (1980, Chapter 10). 
As discussed in Chapter I, this model can be obtained 
from the balanced one-way random model (I.A.I) by conditioning 
on a^ = (i = 1,...,I). It is a special case of the general 
mixed linear model (I.B.I) conditional on a = a. 
The parametric functions ,..., yj are estimable and 
linearly independent. Every estimable function can be 
expressed as linear combinations of these functions. Thus, 
neither y  nor a. is estimable. Note that y* = (1/I)Z y. and X n 
that a| =; y^-y*, implying that both y* and a| are estimable 
(i.— 1,...,I). 
The customary analysis-of-variance table for the balanced 
one-way fixed model is 
Degrees Sum of Mean 
Source of freedom squares square 
Expected 
mean square 
Within I(J-1) 
Among I-l 
SS 
SS 
e 
a 
MS 
MS 
e 
a 
(II.A.1) 
TOTAL IJ-1 
19 
The normal equations (I.B.2) become 
IJy + JZ a. = IJy 
h • • (II.A.2) 
Jy + = Jy^ (i=l,...,I) 
or, in terms of estimable parameters: 
JWi = JYi, (i = 1,. ,1) . (II.A.3) 
By solving the normal equations, we obtain the following 
best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE's) of the estimable 
parameters at, and y*: 
y. = y. , aj = y. -y , and y* = y . (II.A.4) 
X j. * u. i # # # •• 
In the context of the balanced one-way random model, the 
estimators (II.A.4) are best linear conditionally unbiased 
estimators (BLCUE's). The conditional mean squared errors 
(CMSE's) of these estimators are; 
CMSE(y^ ,y^ )  =  -J  (i = 1,...,I), (II.A.5) 
(II.A.6) 
(II.A.7) 
(II.A.8) 
CMSE(a|,at) = (i = 1,...,I), 
CMSE(y,y*) = 
and 2 
CMSE(J E Vh' = 
20 
where Z represents an arbitrary linear combination of 
h " " 
' • *  *  
Defining y = . ,{jj) ', then the total conditional 
mean squared error (TCMSE) of y as an estimator of ]£, as de­
fined by (I.B.13), is 
TCMSE(y, y) = J Z Efy.-y.)^ = laf. (II.A.9) 
i=l 1 1 ® 
The total conditional bias (TCB) of y, as defined by (I.B.ll) 
is obviously zero, since each component of ^  is an unbiased 
estimate of the corresponding element of y. 
B., The Balanced One-Way 
Random-Effects Model 
The balanced one-way random model was introduced in 
section I.A. In this section, we apply the definitions and 
results given in section I.B for the general mixed linear 
model to the one-way random model. 
All linear combinations of y and the a^'s are (un­
conditionally) estimable. To see this, note that is a 
linear (unconditionally) unbiased estimator of the arbitrary 
parametric function T = &Qy + Z 
For the balanced one-way random model, the matrix D 
2 2 defined in section I.B, reduces to (cf^/a^)!. Thus, the 
elements of D are known if and only if the variance ratio 
2 2 
a^/a^ is known, or, equivalently, if the ratio of expected 
21 
2 2 2 
mean squares p = Yg/Y^ ~ 0g/(0g+J0^) is known. 
The analysis-of-variance table for the random model is 
the same as that for the fixed model, except for the ex­
pected value of the among-groups mean square. For the 
random model, this expected mean square is 
e(ms)g^ =7 ~ og + 
2 2 In terms of the parametrization y, a^, and the 
parameter space of the random model is the collection of 
values that satisfy the restrictions 
-co<y<00, Og > 0, >^0. (II.B.l) 
The random model can also be parametrized in terms of y, 
2 
Y^, and Yq or in terms of y, p, and a^, and the restric­
tions on the parameter can be re-expressed as 
.oo<y<oo, Ya > Yg > 0, (II.B.2) 
or 
-oo<y<oo, 0^ >. 0, 0<P_<1. (II.B.3) 
The statistics y , SS^y and SS^ form a set of complete 
2 2 
sufficient statistics for y, o^, and (e.g., Graybill, 
1976, Chapter 15). These three statistics are distributed 
independently as; 
y.. ~ N(y, Yj) (II.B.4) 
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SSe ~ YgX^(IJ-I) (II.B.5) 
SS^ ~ Y^X^d-l) {II.B.6) 
2 
where x (n) denotes a central chi-square distribution with 
n degrees of freedom. Conditionally on a=a, y , SS and 
SSg are distributed independently as 
_ Y 
y ~ N(p+a , (II.B.7) 
S S G  ~  O ^ X ^ ( I J - I )  ( I I . B . 8 )  
SSa ~ 0^^2(1-1,%) (II.B.9) 
2 
where A is given by (I.A.14), and x (n,A) denotes a non-
central chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom 
and noncentrality parameter \. 
For each i and j, the three statistics y / y^^^-y , 
and are distributed independently, both un­
conditionally and conditionally on a=a. To see this, note 
that their joint distribution is multivariate normal and 
that they are uncorrelated. 
The elements of the variance-covariance matrix V of 
the vector of responses ^  are 
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2 2 Cov(y^j,y^,j,) = 0% * *e' i=i' and j=j ' , 
= o^' i:E i=i' and j^g', 
= 0/ if i^^' 
(i,i'=l,...,I; j,j'=l,...,I). (II.B.IO) 
If pis known and different from one, the mixed-model 
equations (I.B.3) become 
lJy,+J Z a. = IJy 
h n 
^ (II.B.Jl) 
î: _ 
^ ("x'-p) ~ "^^i ~ 1,... ,1) . 
These equations are the same as the normal equations 
2 (II.A.2), except for the coefficient of in the last 
I equations. 
By solving system (II.B.ll), we find that,if p.is 
known and different from one, the (unconditional) best 
linear unbiased estimators (BLUE's) of a^, and y are 
ui = (i-p)(yi,-y.,) + y,, 
= (i-p) (y^ -y J (II.B.12) 
0 =y.. 
It is. easy to verify that formulas (II.b.12) give the 
blue'S of y^, a^, and y, for the case p=l as well. 
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The limits of estimators (II.B.12) as p goes to zero 
give the corresponding estimators (II.A.4) for the fixed 
effects model. 
Note that estimator in (II.B.12) can be re-expressed 
as 
i.e., as a convex linear combination of the sample mean 
of the ith group and the overall sample mean. Thus, the 
BLUE of is obtained by shrinking y^ , which is the BLCUE 
of y., towards y . For this reason, estimators of the 
form (II.B.13) are sometimes referred to as "shrinkage" 
estimators or "shrunken" estimators. 
represent the BLUE of the arbitrary parametric function t, 
for the case p known. 
Theorem II.B.l: If p is known, then the (unconditional) 
= (i-p)yi,+py (II.B.13) 
Let 
(II.B.14) 
MSE of T as an estimator of T is given by 
MSE(t,t) = E(f-t)2 
Yj + (1-P)[l+p(I-l)]Z&i 
+ (l-p)2 z Z , - 2&_(l-p)Z A.} 
i iVi i 
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For the case of p^l, Theorem II.B.l is a special case 
of Theorem I.B.4. For the case p=l, the proof of Theorem 
II.B.l is straightforward. In particular, we obtain the 
following MSEs for estimators (II.B.12) : 
g2 
MSE(y^,y^) = ^  |{1+(1-p) [1+p(I-l) ] }, (II.B.15) 
g2 
MSE.(a^,cx^) = ^  [l+p(i-l)], (II.B.16) 
and 
"l 1 
M S E (P,H) = ïf ^  • (II.B.17) 
Let 
0 = ' {II.B.18) 
Expression (II.B.15) does not depend on i, and therefore 
TMSE(WyW) = E 2 MSE(w.,p.) 
i j ^ 
al 
= -^{l+(l-p)[l+p(1-1)1). (II.B.19) 
Obviously, the total bias of 0, as defined in (I.B.IO), 
is zero, since the u^^'s estimate the p^^s unbiasedly. 
We have been considering the case where p is known. 
In subsequent chapters, we consider estimators of for 
the case when p is unknown. More specifically, we consider 
estimators of the form 
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= (i-p)(yi -y + y_^ 
= (i-p)yj + py 
= y^^ - pty^ -y^ ), (II.B.20) 
where p is a function of SS^ and SS^, that can be regarded 
as an estimator of p. Note that this estimator, like that 
given by (II.B.13), is a shrinkage estimator. The cor­
responding estimators of u, and x are of the form 
= (l-e)(yi,-y\,), (II.B.21) 
y = S = y (II.B.22) 
and 
f = AgU + Z (II.B.23) 
respectively. Estimators (II.B.20)-(II.B.23) have an 
empirical Bayes interpretation, as discussed in the 
following section. 
C. The Random-Effects Model as a 
Bayesian Formulation 
of the Fixed-Effects Model 
The balanced one-way fixed model can be re-expressed as 
y » i  m »  4 "  e ,  ,  ( x  —  l , . . . , I p  3  1 , . . . , J )  ,  ( I I . C . l )  1j 1 1j 
where mj^,...,mj are unknown parameters and * * *'®IJ 
2 
are identically and independently distributed as N(0,Og). 
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In Bayesian inference, it is assumed that the experimenter 
can express his prior knowledge about m^,,,,.m2 in the form 
of a (prior) probability distribution. Let us suppose 
that, a priori, mj^,...,mj are identically and independently 
2 distributed as N(ia,a^). Let a^ = m^^- iJi(i = 1,...,I). 
The model (II.C.l) and the prior assumptions can be 
summarized as; 
y' * " y a» 4* e, . (i — l,.,.,ly ] ~ 1,«..,J), (II.C.2) ij 1 xj 
2 
where a^,...,aj are identically distributed as N(0,a^), 
2 
®11'®12'•••'®IJ identically distributed as N(0,Og), and 
a^,... ,aj,ej^j^,e^2'• • •/Sjj are statistically independent. 
This model is essentially the same as the balanced one­
way random model (I.A.I). Thus, we can interpret the random-
effects model (I.A.I) as a particular Bayesian formulation 
of the fixed-effects model (II.C.l). 
The likelihood function for model (II.C.l) is 
2 2 ^ 1 &(m,o^ |%)  =  (0%)  ^  •  exp{- i  Z I  > 
~ ® ® i i gg 
I(J-l) _I 
= (Gg) ^ (a^) 2 exp{-| [SSg 
*e 
+ J 2 (y^ -mu)2] } (U.C.3) 
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2 
The joint distribution of m and ^ conditional on ] i ,  
2 
and Og, is given by 
p(m,%|w,aa'0e) 
2 t 
• iaZ) exp{-i I —^—}. (U.C.4) 
i oa 
After some algebraic manipulations, we find that, 
2 : 2 
conditionally on %, y, a^, and a^, the quantities m^,...,mj 
are distributed independently with 
"l 
m^ ~ N[(l-p)y^ +py, -j(1-p)] (i = 1,...,I). (II.C.5) 
Therefore, 
e(m^|^,y,0^,ag) = e(m^j^ | 5i,y,p,a^) 
= (l-piy^ + py. 
2 Since this expression does not depend on a^, we have that 
E(mu|Yyy,p) =(l-p)y^ +py (II.C.6) 
Similarly, 
E(a^|%,y,p) = (l-pify^-y), (II.C.7) 
and 
e(&oy + 2ii^a^|^,y,p) 
= Agy + Z&^(l-p)(y^ -y). (II.C.8) 
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Under the quadratic loss, the Bayes estimator of a 
parametric function equals its posterior mean. .Subse­
quently, we use Bayes estimator synonymously with posterior 
mean. A full-fledged Bayesian approach would require that 
the prior distributions be completely specified, i.e., that 
2 2 y, and be taken to be known or that prior distributions 
be put on them as well. If y and p are known, the Bayes 
estimator of m^ is 
m^ =  ( 1 - p )  (y^ - y )  + y ,  (U.C.9) 
and expression (II.C.9) can be used to obtain Bayes esti­
mators of other functions. 
If y  and p  are unknown, a Bayesian statistician needs 
to specify a joint prior distribution for these quantities 
to complete the specification of his prior distribution. 
We have that 
=  E [ ( l - p ) y i  + p y | % ]  
= [1-E(p|}[) ]yj^^ +E(py|^), (II.C.IO) 
which gives the general form of the Bayes estimator of m^. 
An alternative approach would be to replace y and p 
in (II.e.9) by "reasonable" estimators of these parameters 
(not necessarily equal to their posterior means). This 
approach is known as the empirical Bayes approach. For 
the balanced one-way random model, the BLUE of y is equal 
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to y , which suggests that we consider estimators of m. 
of the form 
% = (l-9)yi.+ 9y,,, (II.C.ll) 
where 0 is some estimator of p. Note that these esti­
mators have the same form as the estimators (II.B.20) of 
of the previous section. For this reason, estimators 
of the form (II.C.ll) can be regarded either as estimators 
of (the realized value of m^^) under the random model 
(I.A.I), or as empirical Bayes estimators of m^^ under the 
fixed model (II.C.l). 
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III., ESTIMATION OF THE EXPECTED-MEAN-SQUARE RATIO 
A. Introduction 
Take the model to be the one-way random model. The 
problem of estimating the ratio p  =  Yq/ y ^  o f  expected mean 
squares is closely related to that of estimating the vari-
2 2 
ance components and o^. The latter problem has received 
considerable attention in the literature. In this chapter, 
we shall review some of the techniques that have been 
proposed for variance component estimation and obtain the 
corresponding estimators of the expected-mean-square ratio. 
The parameter p  is restricted to the interval 0< p<l, 
however, some "estimators" of p can exceed one with non­
zero probability. Let p denote an arbitrary estimator of 
p. If p>l, the estimator (II.B.20) of "shrinks" y^ 
past y . With this "overshrinking", the ranking of the 
y^'s is in reverse order from that of the y^ 's; the smallest 
y^ produces the largest ywhich seems undesirable. How­
ever, despite these shortcomings, estimators that allow 
overshrinkage are often considered in the literature. 
The properties of these estimators are generally much 
easier to derive than those of estimators that preserve 
the ordering of the y^ 's. 
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B. Analysis of Variance Estimators 
These estimators are obtained by equating mean squares 
in the analysis of variance (ANOVA) table with their 
respective expectations and then solving the resulting 
system of equations. We have that 
e(ms^) = ya = gg + (iii.b.l) 
and 
e(msg) = yg = og. (iii.b.2) 
Thus, the ANOVA estimators of Yg are 
yg = msg, 9a = ms^, (iii.b.3) 
and the corresponding estimator of p (labelled El for con­
venience) is 
ms^ ss^ . 
^ = msf = sir ît5^ • (iii.b.4) 
The ANOVA technique produces unbiased estimators of 
expected mean squares and variance components. However, 
these estimators can assume values outside the parameter 
space. To avoid an estimate of p greater than one, the 
estimator 0 given by (III.B.3) can be truncated, producing 
the estimator 
SS /t^T\ I 
E2: 0 = min{g^ (III.B.5) 
a 
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The untruncated version. El, is the proper ANOVA esti­
mator of p. The truncated version, E2, will be called the 
truncated ANOVA estimator. 
The following presentation is based on that of Harville 
(1978) . 
We consider the estimation of the ratio of expected 
mean squares by maximum likelihood (ML), by Patterson and 
Thompson's (1971, 1974) restricted or modified maximum 
likelihood (REML), and by a pseudo-Bayesian modification of 
REML described by Harville (1977). In deriving maximum 
likelihood estimators, we take advantage of the results of 
Chapter II. Recall that y , SS^, and SS^ form a complete 
set of sufficient statistics for y, and These three 
statistics are jointly independent, with marginal distribu­
tions given by (II.B.4), (II.B.5), and (II.B.6). Thus, the 
ML estimates of y, y^, and y^ are given by the values of 
these parameters that maximize the function 
C. Maximum Likelihood and 
Related Estimators 
KJ'D-L 
-1 
• exp{-(|) [(IJ/y^) (y_-y)^ + SS^/y^ + SS^/y^] } 
subject to the restrictions y ^ y > 0. 
a — ' e 
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Clearly, the ML estimate of y is y , and the ML 
estimators of Ya and yg are those values of and Yq 
that maximize the function 
, ss ss 
L{^(Ye'Ya^ ~ log (y^) + I (J-1) log (Yg) +-— + -—}, 
(iii.c.l) 
subject to the restrictions 
ya - "^e ^ 0' (iii.c.2) 
If we subtract y , the ML estimate of y, from the 
response y^^ (i = 1,...,I; j = 1,...,J) we obtain a set 
of error contrasts 
ê.. = y..-y (i = 1,...,I; j = 1,...,J). (III.C.3) 
xj j.j • . 
(By definition, an error contrast is a linear unbiased 
estimator of zero.) Since E E ê.. = 0, only IJ-1 of the 
i j 
error contrasts (III.C.3) are linearly independent. If 
we proceed as though the data consists of any IJ-1 of the 
ê..'s, then SS and SS are complete sufficient statistics 1] a e ^ 
for Yg and Yq* The logarithm of the resulting likelihood 
function is (except for an additive constant), 
Lj^(Ye'Ya^ = (I-l) log (y^) + I (J-1) log (y^) 
+ SSg/Ya + SSg/Yg}. (III.C.4) 
The REML estimator of y^ and y^ are defined to be those 
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values of these parameters that maximize L„ subject to the 
restrictions (III.C.2). 
Harville (1977) proposed the following modification 
of the REML approach: take as estimates of and 
those values obtained by maximizing (over the parameter 
space) the product of the likelihood function of the error 
contrasts and the Jeffreys' noninformative prior distribution 
derived from that likelihood function. It follows from 
the results of Box and Tiao (1973, Section 5.2), that the 
Jeffreys' prior distribution is the distribution with 
"p.d.f." 
P(Ye,Ya) = (Ya>Ye>0). (III.C.5) 
Therefore, the estimators of and y^ are obtained by 
maximizing the function 
Lj(Ye'Ya) = (I+D log (y^) + (IJ-I+2)log (y^) 
+ ss^/ya + ssg/yg} (iii.c.6) 
subject to the restrictions (III.C.2). 
Harville (1977, 1978) referred to this approach as a 
pseudo-Bayesian modification of REML. It is equivalent to 
obtaining the mode of a particular joint posterior 
distribution of y^ and y^. 
The three functions and Lj are all of the form 
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1 ss_ SS 
l = {f^+k^)log(y^) + (fg+kg)log{yg) + -— + -—}, 
(III.C.7) 
where and are the degrees of freedom (I-l) and I(J-l), 
respectively. The choices for and k^ that give 
and Lj are 
^m= kg = 1, kg = 0 
L^: k^ = kg = 0 (III.C.8) 
^j- = kg = 2 
For y^>0 and Yg>0, we have 
= -(|) (fj+kj)/Yj + (|)SSj/Yj^ (j = a,e). (III.C.9) 
The equation (III.C.9) = 0 has as its solution 
Yj = Wj = SSj/(fj+kj) (j = a,e). (III.C.10) 
It is easy to check that the solution (III.C.10) maximizes 
L for Ya>0 and Yg>Of but the solution can violate the 
constraint If we ignored the restriction Y^^Ygf we 
would obtain the following estimators 
ML; Y_ = SS^/I, Yg = SSg/(IJ-I) (III.C.11) 
REML; Y a = SS^/(I-1), = SS^/dJ-I) (III.C.12) 
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modified REML: = SS^/(I+1), = SSg/(IJ-I+2) 
(III.C.13) 
The corresponding estimators of p = Yg/Y^ would be 
Note that estimators (III.C.12) of and Yg are 
equal to the ANOVA estimators (III.B.3) and, hence, are 
unbiased. [They are, in fact, the minimum variance quad­
ratic translation-invariant unbiased estimators, as dis­
cussed by Harville (1977) and LaMotte (1970, 1971, and 1973).] 
They produce an estimator of p (E4) that is identical to El. 
The modified-REML estimators of y^ and Yg have an interesting 
property: among all estimators of Yj of the form cySSj 
(j = a,e), where Cj is a constant, estimators (III.C.13) 
have uniformly smallest mean squared error. 
Estimators (III.C.11), (III.C.12), and (III.C.13) 
do not take into account the restrictions on the parameter 
space and, therefore, they are not the true ML, REML, or 
modified-REML estimators. It can be shown that the values 
of Y^ and Yg that maximize L subject to the restrictions 
ya - ye > 0 are 
E3 (III.C.14) 
•^^e (i+l) 
SS^ (IJ-I+2) (III.C.16) 
(III.C.15) 
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Ya = if > Wg 
= if W^< Wg (III.C.17) 
and 
ye = "e ^a 
= if W^< Wg , (III.C.18) 
where W = (h W_ + h W_)/(h +h ) and h. = f. + k. 
u 6  « e t  g  g  0 . 6  j  j  j  
(j = a,e). These results are particular cases of results 
given by Harville (1978) . The estimators of Ye' 
given by (III.C.17) and (III.C.18), lead to the following 
estimator of p; 
w 
g = min{^, 1}. (III.C.19) 
Thus, the true ML, REML, and modified-REML estimators of 
p are 
ss^ 
'a 
 1 
E6: g = min{^ 1}, (III.C.20) 
and 
ss 
E7: p = min{^ , 1}, (III.C.21) 
SS 
E8: g = min{g^ (Ij-ll^) ' !>' (III.C.22) 
respectively. Note that these are truncated versions of 
estimators E3, E4, and E5. 
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D. Bayes Estimation Using Jeffreys' 
Noninformative Prior 
Jeffreys (1961) proposed a rule to obtain non-
informative priors. For a single parameter, his prior 
"p.d.f." is proportional to the square root of Fisher's 
measure of information. For multivariate problems, his 
prior "p.d.f." for the parameter vector is proportional 
to the square root of the determinant of the information 
matrix. Jeffreys' rule is invariant under parametric trans­
formations . 
Box and Tiao (1973, Chapters 1 and 5) give a detailed 
description of Jeffreys' approach and its application to the 
balanced one-way random model. They recommend a prior 
distribution in which the location parameter y is taken to 
be distributed independently of the expected mean squares 
Yg and y^. Using Jeffreys' rule, they arrive at a non-
informative prior distribution in which y, log(Y^)/ and 
log(Yg) are statistically independent with locally uniform 
distributions. Thus, the noninformative prior distribution 
has the "p.d.f." 
pfpfyafyg) = pi(w)p2(ya'ye)' (iii.d.l) 
with 
p^(y) œ a constant 
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and 
p2(ya'yel ' 
(ya i yg > 0). 
2 2 Alternatively, in terms of y, o^, and a^, the prior 
"p.d.f." is 
P(y,a^,aj) = Pi(p)P3(Oa,o2) a (a^+Ja^)(III.D.2) 
(ya i yg > 0). 
The likelihood function is 
I ( J - l )  -1  I - l  1  
a(w,ya,yel%) " 7:^/2(ss^/y_) ^ (88*/?*) ^ 
• y~^ya"^ exp{-(^) [(ij/y^) (y_^-y)^ 
+ ssg/yg + ss^/yg]}, (iii.d.3) 
as discussed in the previous section. 
By combining this likelihood function with the prior 
(III.D.l), the posterior p.d.f. of (y/Y^/Yg) is found to be 
-(? fg+l) -(t fg+l)-& 
p4(w'ya'yel%) " (yg) (y*) 
• exp{-(^) [SSg/Yg + SSg/Ya + (IJ/Ya)(y\,-w)^]} 
( -oo<y<oo,  Y^^Y >0) ,  ( I I I .D.4)  
where f^ = I(J-l) and f^ = I-l. 
0 a. 
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To obtain the marginal p.d.f. of (y^'Yq)# we integrate 
expression (III.D.4) with respect to y, obtaining 
-(|f+l) -(^ f_+l) 
P s t Y a'yelz) = ( Y g )  < ? & )  
.  exp[- ( i )  (SS^/y^  +  SSE/Yg)]  
(Ya > Yg > 0) (III.D.5) 
Note that the posterior p.d.f. (III.D.5) is the same as 
that whose logarithm is given by (III.C.6) (except for an 
additive constant). Aside from the restrictions on the 
parameter space, the p.d.f. (III.D.5) is the product of 
two inverted gamma p.d.f.'s. Thus, if these restrictions 
are ignored, the marginal p.d.f. of p is 
MS MS 
P 6 < P l Z '  =  M S -  P ' F f  , f  =  M S -
e a e e 
(0<p<"), (III.D.6) 
where nu/2 (n,-2)/2 
(n,/n„) ^ z ^ 
p[Fn- n = 2] = 
"l'"2 n^ n, (nt+n,)/2 
b(-^, -f) [1 + {n^/n2)z] ^ 
(0<z<*) (III.D.7) 
denote the density of an F distribution with n^ and ng 
degrees of freedom evaluated at z. We shall refer to 
(III.D.6) as the untruncated marginal posterior p.d.f. of p. 
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If I>3, the mode of the distribution with this p.d.f. is 
ss 
b9: p = §/ (ij"t2) • (iii.d.8) 
Si 
If I<3, the p.d.f. is J-shaped. If I(J-1)>2, the mean of 
the distribution with p.d.f. (III.D.6) is 
SS 
elo: g ' ssf ili-i-à) • (iii.d.9) 
If I(J-1)<2, the mean of this distribution is infinite. 
It can be shown that, when the restrictions > 0 
'a — e 
are taken into account, the marginal posterior p.d.f. of 
p is 
(ms^/msg)p[f£ = (ms^/msg)p]; 
pytplz) = 
Pr[F. . < MS^/MS^] 
^a'^e ^ ® 
(0<p<l), (III.D.10) 
where P _ denotes a random variable whose distribution 
"l'"2 
is F with n^ and n^ degrees of freedom. We shall refer to 
(III.D.10) as the truncated marginal posterior p.d.f. of 
p. The mode of this distribution, for I>3, is the following 
truncated version of estimator E9; 
SS 
Ell; p = min{^ (ij-i+2) ' (III.D.11) 
If I(J'-1)>2, the mean of the truncated marginal posterior 
distribution is; 
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gs ti-l) iy(c+l,d-l) 
E12; p = gg— ' I (c,d) ' (III.D.12) 
where x = SS^/(SS^+SS^), c = (I-l)/2, d = I(J-l)/2, 
J n 
(l-t)*^~^dt 
Ix lG '*)  = "° b(c,d) (iii.d.13) 
denotes the incomplete beta function ratio. If I(J-1)<2, 
the mean of this distribution does not exist. 
Estimator E12 is obviously contained in the interval 
(0,1], since it is the mean of a distribution that assigns 
probability 1 to this interval. In fact, an upper bound 
smaller than one can be obtained, as we now show. Estimator 
E12 can be rewritten as 
p = tagir (iii.d.14) 
with c, d, and x as defined in (III.D.12). The hyper-
geometric function is defined as 
P(A,3;Y;x )  =  1  + ^  5T (Y>0)  
(see, e.g., Patel et al., 1976, Sections 10.4 and 10.9). 
P(.,.;Y;-) is obviously a decreasing function of y. Now, 
using results from Sections 10.4 and 10.9 of Patel et al. 
(1976), we have that 
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c F (l,c+d;c+2;x) 
(c+1) F(l,c+d;c+l;x) 5 < 1. (III.D.15) 
Therefore, estimator E12 is strictly less than (I-1)/(I+1) 
(for I>1 and IJ-I>2). 
E. Proper Bayes Estimation 
Expression (III.D.5) suggests that a convenient proper 
prior p.d.f. for and is 
where ff*, SS*, and SS* are arbitrary positive constants. 
In deciding on values for ff*, SS*, and SS*, it may be 
useful to think of these quantities as the corresponding 
degrees of freedom and sums of squares from a previous data 
set that follows a one-way random model. 
The likelihood of a set of linearly independent terror 
contrasts is 
(? f*+l) 
. exp[-(|)(SS*/Y^ + SS*/Yg)] 
(ya lyg > 0) (III.E.l) 
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JL(YA-YELSS^.SS^) « 1/2 f! -1 a •" (ssg/yg) 1/2 fg-l 
•  exp{-( | )  (SS^/y^  +  SSg/Yg)}  
(ïa lye > (III.E.2) 
as discussed in Section III.D. 
Combining this likelihood function with the prior 
p.d.f. (III.E.l), we obtain the posterior p.d.f. 
Note that this expression has the same general form as 
expression (III.D.5), with f in (III.D.5) being replaced 
by f^+f* in (III.E.3), f^ by f^+f*, SS^ by SS^+SS*, and 
SSg by SSg+SS*. Thus, it is possible to deduce the posterior 
mean and mode of p from the results of the previous section. 
If I + f* > 3, the mode of the untruncated marginal 
posterior distribution of p is 
.  exp{-( i )  [ (SS^+SS*) /Y^ +  (SSg+SS*)Ye]}  
(ya 1 ye > 0) • (III.E.3) 
tpl o • ^ ® ^ ^ 
P (SSg+SS*)(IJ-I+f*+2) 
(SSg+SSg)(I+f*-3) 
(III.E.4) 
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and the mode of the truncated marginal posterior distribution 
is 
(SS +SS*)(I+f*-3) 
E 1 4 ;  p  m i n { ( i j - i + f * + 2 ) ( I I I . E . 5 )  
If I(J-l)+f| >2, the mean of the untruncated marginal 
posterior distribution of p is 
(SS +SS*)(I+f*-l) 
E15: P = (SS^+SS*)(IJ-I+f*-2)' (III.E.6) 
and the mean of the truncated marginal posterior distribution 
is 
E16= g .  ^  ' (III.E.7) 
with 
and 
x= (SS^+SS*)/(SS +SS*+SS^+SS*), 
a Ci 6 6 â â 
c = (1/2)(f^+f*) = (1/2)(I-l+f*), 
d = (l/2)(fg+f*) = (1/2)(IJ-I+f*). 
Estimators E13-E16 were derived by assuming the prior 
(III.E.l) and taking the data to be linearly independent 
error contrasts. This approach is equivalent (for 
purposes of inference about p) to taking the data to be 
the vector y. and taking the prior "p.d.f." of y, and 
Yg to be 
Plo(U'Ya'Te) = Pi(u)P8(Ya'Ye)' (III.E.8) 
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where 
Pj^(y) a a constant, (III.E.9) 
and PgfYa'Ye) is given by (III.E.l). As Hill (1977) notes, 
the use of the prior of the general form (III.E.8), with 
P^Cy) given by (III.E.9), is tantamount to basing inference 
about the variance components solely upon SS^ and SS^. 
If a proper prior distribution for y is preferred, it 
is convenient to consider a prior distribution in which the 
marginal distribution of and is given by (III.E.l) 
and, conditional on and y^, 
where y* is an arbitrary constant and N* = f* + f* + 1. 
Combining this prior with the likelihood (III.D.3), 
we obtain the posterior p.d.f. 
(III.E.10) 
•exp{-(|) [(SS^+SS*)/y3 + (SSg+SS*)/yg +A]}, 
( -oo<y<oo,  YALYE>0) ,  (III.E.11) 
where 
A = (n /y^) (y_ ^ -y)^ + (nV Yq ) (y*,~y)  ^  
= (N+N*)Y~^[Y(Ny +N*y* )/(N+N*)]^ + Y%^H 
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with 
H - Ny " + N*y* " - (Ny +N*y* )^/(N+N*) 2 , 2 
= NN*(N+N*)'*^(y +y* (III.E.12) 
and N = IJ. 
The posterior distribution (III.E.11) can be rewritten 
as 
pll(w'ya'yel%) " ^12 i'^a'^^e'^^pls ' (ih-e-is) 
where 
pl2(wlya'ye'%) " 
, (My +N*y* ) 2, 
. exp{-(l/2) (H+N«)Y/[ti "(mh-m*) • • ' ) 
(-oo<y<oo) (III.E.14) 
and 
-[(1/2)(f +f*+l)+l] 
pl3(ya'yel%) ' (^a) 
-[(1/2) (f +f*)+l] 
' (yg) 
' exp{-(l/2)[(SSg+SS|)/Yg + (SS^+SS*+H)/y^J> 
(Ya > Yg > 0). (III.E.15) 
Note that the marginal posterior p.d.f. of and is 
given by (III.E.15) and has the same form as (III.E.3). 
The quantity f* in (III.E.3) becomes f*+l in (III.E.15) 
and SS* becomes SS* + H. Thus, from (III.E.15), we obtain 
a. a. 
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the following estimators analogous to estimators E13-E16: 
(SS +SS*) (I+f*-2). 
t?1 7 • a — ^ " & 
• P (SSa+SS*+H)(IJ-I_f|+2) 
(I+f*>2) (III.E.16) 
(mode of untruncated marginal posterior distribution), 
E18: 0 = min{E17, 1} (I+f*>2) (III.E.17) 
(mode of truncated marginal posterior distribution), 
(SS^+SS*)(I+f*) 
El9: 0 = (SSg+SS*+H)(IJ-I+f*-2) 
(IJ-I+f*>2) (III.E.18) 
(mean of untruncated marginal posterior distribution), and 
E20; g = 
_ (1-x) c Ijj(c+l,d-l) 
X (d-1) I^(c,d) 
(IJ-I+f*>2) (III.E.19) 
(mean of truncated marginal posterior distribution). Here, 
X = (SS^+SS*+H)/(SS +SS*+SS,+SS*+H) 
a & 0 6 a a 
c = (1/2)(f^+f*+l) = (1/2)(I+f*) . (III.E.20) 
ci a. â 
d = (1/2)(fg+f*) = (1/2)(IJ-I+fg) 
From (III.E.14), we find that the posterior distribution 
of y, conditional on and y^, is 
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U ~ N[(Ny +N*y* )/(N+N*), Yg/(N+N*)]. (III.E.21) 
Thus, the conditional posterior mean of U, given and 
is 
E(JJ % (Ny^ +N*y* )/(N+N*) . (III.E.22) 
Since this expression does not depend on and y^, it 
equals the unconditional posterior mean. Thus, the Bayes 
estimator of n is 
ia = (Ny +N*y* )/(N+N*). (III.E.23) 
Note that the Bayes estimators of a^, and y are not of 
the forms (II.B.20), (II.B.21), and (II.B.22). Our results 
suggest that consideration be given to estimators of the 
form 
6.^= (1-P)(YI -0), Y^ = «1+0, (III.E.24) 
where y is given by expression (III.E.23) and ^ is one of 
the estimators E17-E20. 
There are many possible choices for the prior distribu­
tion of y, y^, and y. in addition to those considered in 
this section and in section III.D. Naqvi (1969, Chapter III), 
Zacks (1967), Hill (1977), and Klotz et al. (1969) discuss 
various alternative prior distributions for y, y^, and y^. 
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F. Summary arid Classification 
of Estimators 
A complete list of the estimators of p considered in 
this chapter is as follows: 
ss 
P ~ ss^ (IJ-I) J>1). 
E2: 0 = min{El, 1}. 
SS , 
^3: p =ss-wty 
E4; p = El. 
SS 
E5 
e (I+l) 
SS^ (IJ-I+2) 
E6: 0 = min{E3, 1} . 
E7; p = E2. 
E8: ^ = min{E5, 1}. 
ss_ 
P SS~ (IJ-I+2) 
SS 
ELO: E = SF DI-I") (I>1, 
Ell; ^ = min{E9, 1}. 
c (1—x) ^'x^G+lfd-l) 
with X = SS^/(SS +SS,), c = (1/2) (I-l), and d = (1/2)I(J-1) â g a 
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(SS +SS*)(I+f*-3) 
^ (SS^+SS*) (IJ-I+f*+2) (I+f*>3) . 
E14; 0 = min{El3, l). 
(SS +SS*)(I+f*-l) 
E15: 0 = (SS^+SS*)(IJ-I+f*-2) (I+f*>l, IJ-I+f*>2). 
c (1-x) 
S1«' » = Ta?ITi^ïïTdî (oo, CI>1), 
with X = (SS^+SS*)/(SS^+SS*+SS^+SS*), c = (1/2)(I-l+f*), and 
a. a 6 6 a a a. 
d = (1/2)(IJ-I+f*). 
(SS +SS*) (I+f*-2) 
3 = (SS +SS*+H) (IJ-I+f*+2) (I+f*>2), 
ci ci s 
with H = NN*(N+N*)~^(y +y* )^, N = IJ, and N* = f*+f*+l. 
El8; p = min{El7, 1}. 
(SS +SS*)(I+f*) 
^ = (SS +SS*+H)(IJ-I+f*-2) (IJ-I+f*>2), 
ci ci 6 
with H as defined in E17. 
c (1-x) I (c+l,d-l) 
e2o= e = t3§rr-^ î^tïïtsi (oo, a>i), 
with X = (SS^+SS*+H)/(SS +SS*+SS^+SS*+H), c = (1/2)(I+f*), 
a. â 6 6 â a a 
d = (1/2)(IJ-I+f*), and with H as defined in El7. 
There are two repetitions on this list (E4=E1 and 
E7=E2), so the total number of different estimators is 18. 
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The corresponding estimators of y, and 
T = + Z are given by 
h 
0 = Ô = y ^  ^ 
= (i-0)(yi,-y\,) (i = (iii.P.i) 
^i ~ ^ i . (i = 
^ = "oy.. + ^  "h^h 
for estimators E1-E16, and by 
(Ny +N*y* ) 
0 = '(n^-n*) • • n*=f*+f*+l) 
= (l-0)(yi_-O) (i=l,...,l) (III.p.2) 
^i " &i + y (i=l,...fI) 
? = «0* + : Vh 
for estimators E17-E20. 
To facilitate our investigation of the properties of 
the estimators of y, a^, y^ T, and y it is helpful to 
classify them according to "type". Note that all of the 
estimators of p depend on the data only through the set of 
complete sufficient statistics SS^, SS^, and y . We 
define five types (classes) o f estimators o f y ,  a ^ ,  y ^ ,  x, 
and y as follows; 
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Type A; This class consists of estimators of the form 
Ô 
®a,i = ®a,k,i = (1 = 1 11' 
"a,i = "a,k,i = y..®a,k!i (1 = 1 
and 
'a = fa,k = %0 + yc 
with 
@a = ^a.k = k ssg/ss,, 
where k is an arbitrary positive constant. Let 
denote the vector of dimensions Ixl whose ith component is 
oa,k;i' 
Type A estimator will be called untruncated estimators. 
Estimators El, E3, E4, E5, E7, and E9 are in this class. 
Type B; This class consists of estimators of the form 
os = Ô = y.., 
OB,i = "b.K,! = + «B,k:i = 1 
and 
<B='fB,k = v.. I *h*B,k,h' 
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with 
=  ^ B , k  =  m i n { k  S S ^ / S S ^ ,  1 } ,  
where k is an arbitrary positive constant. Let Og = O# % 
denote the vector of dimensions Ixl whose ith element is 
^B,k;i' 
Type B estimators will be called truncated estimators. 
Estimators E2, E6, E7, E8, and Ell are in this class. 
Type C; This class consists of estimators of the form 
oc = 0 = y..' 
^c,i ~ (i = i,...,i), 
®C,1 = y.. ®C!i li = 1 
with 
•^c = v.. + : »h«c,h' 
@c = fcisse/ss,), 
where fg(x) is an arbitrary positive function of x>0. 
Let 0^ denote the vector of dimensions Ixl whose ith 
element is l. / 1 
Note that estimators of Types A and B are special 
cases of Type C estimators. In addition to estimators of 
Types A and B, this class includes estimator E12. 
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Type D; This class consists of estimators of the form 
*0 = Ô = y.., 
= y.. ®D,1 (i = l,...,I), 
and 
•^d = "o?.. + I  "h^djh' 
with 
ssa'-
where f^fx^/xg) is an arbitrary positive function of Xj^>0 
and X2>0. Let Og denote the vector of dimensions Ixl 
whose ith element is # , 
u / 1 
Note that Type C estimators are special cases of Type 
D estimators. In addition to estimators of Type C, this 
class includes estimators E13, E14, E15, and E16. 
Type E; This class consists of estimators of the form 
(Ny +N*y* ) 
^E " (N+N*) ' 
^E;i ~ (l-&g)(y\ -Og) (i = 1,.../I)r 
^e;i og + 
^e ^o^e "*• ^ ^ h'^e;h' 
where 0^ depends (nontrivially) on H as well as SS^ and 
SSgy with H = NN*(N+N*)~^(y +y* )^, N=IJ, and 
and 
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N* = f* + f*+l. Let 0„ denote the vector of dimensions 
a e —E 
Ixl whose ith element is 
cj ; x 
Estimators E17, E18, E19, and E20 are in this class. 
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IV. UNCONDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF ESTIMATORS OF 
RANDOM EFFECTS 
A. General Results 
Take the model to be the balanced one-way random model. 
If p is known, then the best linear unbiased estimator of 
is 
a. = (1-p)(y. -y ) (i = 1,...,I), 
as discussed in Chapter II. If p is unknown, then we can 
consider any of the estimators of listed in section III.F. 
While, in general. Type D estimators of are not linear, 
they are unbiased under certain regularity conditions, as 
indicated in the following theorem. 
Theorem IV.A.1; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let 0^ be an arbitrary Type D estimator of p 
and let be the corresponding Type D estimator of 
(i = 1,...,I). Then, if E(âp.j^) exists, estimates 
unbiasedly. 
Proof ; We need to prove that = E(a^). By assump­
tion, E(a^) = 0. Note that has the same distribution 
for all i (i = and hence, the same expectation. 
In consequence, using the assumption that E(âjj.j) exists. 
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e(â^;i) = = e[(i-eo)(yi.-y..)] 
= (1/1)2 E[(l-9 ) (y. -y )] U  x • • • 
= (l/I)E[(l-pj^)E(y^ -y_)] = 0, 
since 
^(y^ -y^ ) = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
The type of "symmetry argument" used to prove Theorem 
IV.A.1 will be used repeatedly in our development. 
Let T = AqVI + Z represent an arbitrary linear 
combination of y, and let t be as given by 
(I.A.16), . The statistic y is obviously unbiased for y; 
thus, the following corollary is easily obtained. 
Corollary IV.A.l; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator of p, 
and let and 8^,^ be the corresponding Type D estimators 
of T and . Then, if exists, estimates x 
unbiasedly. 
Corollary IV.A.l implies that estimators of t of Types 
A, B, C, and D are unbiased, provided that their expecta­
tions exist. Type E estimators of T are obviously biased. 
The following theorem is very useful in finding mean 
squared errors of estimators of linear combinations of y and 
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the a^'s. 
Theorem IV.A.2; Take the model to be the one-way random 
model. Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator of p, and 
let and be the corresponding Type D estimators 
of T and ccj^. Then, 
We introduce two lemmas that can be used to prove 
Theorem IV.A.2. 
Lemma IV.A.l; Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator of 
p, and let be the corresponding Type D estimator of U , X 
(i = 1,...,I). Then, under the balanced one-way random 
model, 
MSE(fQ T) = E(fQ-t)2 
= &oog(pij)"l + msecsj-d;l'ol)% ^i 
- 2&q0g(l-p)(pij)~l 
+ 2(i-l)"l[o2-mse(aq.i,ai)]z I z 
i i'>i ^ 1 
(I-l)"l[Og(l-p) (pIJ)"^-MSE(6ij^.^,aj^)] 
(i>i' = 1 9  • • •  9  I) 
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Proof ; Let & = and 8^ = By symmetry, we 
have that 
I 
E[(a.-a.)(a.,-a. ,)] = (I-l)"-^ Z E[ (6l.-a.) (61. ,-a. ,)] 
11 1 1 1=1 x j. x a-
-1 
i f i i '  
= (I-l)"l I E[(a.-a.) (â. ,-a. ,)] - (I-l)"^E(6t. ,-a. ,)^ 
i^l 1 1 1 1 xi 
= (I-1)"^E{(â^-a^)E[(1-^)(Yi.-y.} 
- (i-l)"'^mse(âj^,aj^) 
= (I-l)"^{-E[ (â^-aj^)Z a^] - MSE(ai,ai)}, 
= (I-l)l{E[(l-9)(y^ -y^ )-a^][-E a^, ]-MSE(âj_,0^^) } 
= (I-l) ^{E[(l-0)(y, -y )(-% a.)] 
x • • • j" 
+ - mse(d^,aj^)} 
But, by symmetry, 
E[(l-9)(y, -y )(-Z a.)] 
i .  . .  i  1  
= (1/I)Z E[(l-g)(y., -y ) (-E a.)] = 0. 
i '  1  . . .  i  1  
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma IV.A.2; Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator of 
p, and let be the corresponding Type D estimator of 
U f  X  
(i = 1,...,I). Then, under the balanced one-way random 
model, 
E [ ( y _ - y )  ( â j ^ . ^ - a . ) ]  =  - o ^ / I  =  - a ^ ( 1 - p )  ( p U ) .  
Proof ; By symmetry, we have that 
E[(y = (l/I)E[(y -y)z:â» .] = 0. 
*  #  U / M • •  ^ U f Jm 
Thus, 
E[(y -%)(&,.-a.)] = -E[(y -y)a.] = -E[(a +e )a.] 
•  •  L / ^ X X  • •  X  #  *  #  X  
= 
Q . E . D .  
Theorem IV.A.2 is an obvious consequence of (II.B.17) 
and Lemmas IV.A.1 and IV.A.2. 
The following theorem is useful in deriving an 
expression for MSEf&Q.^,^^). 
Theorem IV.A.3; Let represent an arbitrary Type D esti­
mator of p. Then, under the balanced one-way random model, 
[(l-p)(y^ -y )-a^] is distributed independently of 
[ (0j^-p) (y^,-y^ J ] (i,i' = 1,...,I), and 
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E{[(l-p)(y. -y )-a. ][(0 -p)(y., -y )]} =0 
* * X U JL m m • 
(i,i' := 1,... ,1) . (IV.A.1) 
Proof : The quantity (0p-p)(y^, -y ) is a function of the 
error contrasts (III.C.3). Therefore, it suffices to 
prove that [(l-p)(y\ -y )-a^] is distributed independently 
of the error contrasts. Let 
d. ., = 1/(1-1), if i=i', 
2. f ± 
= -1, if ifii'. 
We find that 
E{[(l-p)(y. -y )-a.](y. , -y )} 
X *  • •  X  X  *  #  #  
= E{[(1-p)(a.-â +i. -ë )-a.][a.,-â +e.,.-ë ] 
X  #  X  *  *  #  X  X  #  X j  • •  
= di^i,{(1-p)t(I)"^a^ + (IJ)"^ag] - (I)"^a^} 
= di i,(ij)"l{(l-p)og(p)"l-ag(p)"l(l-p)} = 0 
for all i,i' = 1,...,I and j = 1,...,J. Thus, since 
[(1-p)(y. -y )-a.] and (y.,.-y ) are normally distributed 
X *  • •  X  X  J  • •  
and are uncorrelated, they are distributed independently. 
Result (IV.A.1) follows from the independence result. 
Q.E.D. 
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Theorem IV,A.4; Let 0^ be an arbitrary Type D estimator 
of p, and let à , be the corresponding Type D estimator 
J J  ^  X  
of a^. Then, under the balanced one-way random model, 
= GG MSE(Â^,A^) + (IJ)[ (PJ^-P) ^SS^] 
= og(ljp)"l[l+p(l-l)] 
+ {IJ)"^E[ (^J^-P)^SS^] 
(i = 1,... ,1) . (IV.A.2) 
Proof ; Using Theorem IV.A.3, we find that 
= e[(l-^jj) (y^ -y^ 
= E[(l-p)(y^ -y^ )-a^-(0Q-p)(yi -y )] 2 
= E[(l-p)(y. -y )-a.]2 + E[(^ -p)^{y. -y )^]. 
J .  U Jm • m • 
(IV.A.3) 
The first term of (IV.A.3) is the mean squared error 
of the BLUE of when p is known, and hence is equal to 
expression (II.B.16). By symmetry, the second term of 
(IV.A.3) is equal to 
(IJ)"^Z 2 E[(gD-p)2(y^ _y^ )2] = (IJ)~^E[ (0jj-p)^SS^] . 
Q.E.D. 
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The second term of (IV.A.2) can be interpreted as a 
"penalty" that we pay for not knowing the value of p. 
Theorem IV.A.5; Let 0^ = f^(SSg/SS^) where f^fx) is an 
arbitrary positive function of x>0. Then, under the 
balanced one-way random model, 
E[(0^,-p)^SS^] = a^(l/p) (IJ-l)E{[f^{^)-p]^(l-s)}, 
where s is a beta random variable with parameters I(J-l)/2 
and (I-l)/2. 
Proof; Let = I(J-l)/2, = (I-l)/2, u^ = SS^/Yg, 
u, = SS,/Y_, W = UI +U^, and s = u_/(u_+u ). The random 
a  a â  g  3 ,  6 6 â  
variables u^ and u^ are distributed independently as chi-
square random variables with degrees of freedom I(J-l) 
and (I-l), respectively. Thus, w has a chi-square distribu­
tion with IJ-1 degrees of freedom, s has a beta distribution 
with parameters and v^, and w and s are distributed 0 a 
independently (e.g., Johnson and Kotz, 1970, section 24.2). 
Therefore, 
SSe/SSa = ^^e/'^a^ = Ps(l-s)"^, and 
SS^ = (l-s)wY^ = (l-s)wOg/p. 
Thus, 
e[(^^-p)^ss^] = e{[f^(g-)-p]^(l-s)wy^} 
= y^e{w)e{[f^(f?^)-p]2(l-s)}. 
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Further, 
Y^E(W) = Ogd/p) (IJ-1) . 
Q.E.D. 
Note that Theorem IV.A.5 covers estimators of Types 
A, B, and C. 
Theorem IV.A.6 ; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator of 
p and let and be the corresponding Type D esti­
mators of £ and (i = 1,...,I). Then, if 
E(Pd,i) exists, 
= tb(g_^,w) = 0. 
Theorem IV.A.6 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
IV.A.1. 
Theorem IV.A.7; Let be an arbitrary Type D estimator 
of p, and let 0^.^, and be the corresponding Type 
D estimators of ]j,, and (i = 1,...,I), respectively. 
Then, under the balanced one-way random model, 
(i) TMSE(£p,ji) = = (IJ)MSE(Oo.i,Mi), 
(ii) MSE((lp..,Uj) = MSEIGo,!,»!) + jJ 
(l — if###, i)* 
Part (ii) of Theorem IV#A.7 is an immediate consequence 
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of Theorem IV.A.2. Part (i) follows from the symmetry of 
the distributions of the 0^^ .'s. JJ f 1 
In Section IV.B, we derive a simple closed-form 
expression for mean squared errors of Type A estimators of 
the a^'s. It is not possible to obtain a closed-form 
expression for the mean squared errors of estimators of 
Types B, C, D, and E, though, in section IV.C, we express 
the mean squared errors of the Type B estimators in terms 
of the incomplete beta function ratio. Theorems IV.A.4 
and IV,A.5 imply that the computation of MSEs of Type C 
estimators can be reduced to the numerical evaluation of a 
one-dimensional integral, while the computation of MSEs 
of Type D or E estimators requires the numerical evaluation 
of two- or three-dimensional integrals. However, we limit 
our discussion to the mean squared errors of estimators of 
Type A or B. 
B. Unconditional Properties of Type A 
Estimators 
Corollary IV.A.1 implies that Type D estimators of an 
arbitrary parametric function T are unbiased, provided that 
their expectations exist. We now show that if I>3, then 
Type A (untruncated) estimators of T satisfy this require­
ment. 
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Theorem IV.B.l; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let be an arbitrary Type A estimator of 
p, and let be the corresponding estimator of 
Then, if I>3, <«>. 
Proof; For any random variable X ,  we have that 
E[|X|] < [E(x2)]l/2. (IV.B.l) 
Inequality (IV.B.l) is a special case of Holder's inequality 
(e.g., Chung, 1974, page 47). Note that 
i|] = etll-e^j-ly^ -y^ |]< co 
if and only if E[0^jy^ -y |] <*. Thus, using (IV.B.l), 
e[0alyi.-y..li < 
= {(IJ)"^E E .-y. 
^ ] 
= {(ij)"^e[p^^ss^] 
= {(ij)~^e[k^ssg^/ss^] 
= {k2(Ye^/Ya)I(J-l)(IJ-I+2)/(I-3)}l/2< oo, (IV.B.2) 
since I>3. 
Q.E.D. 
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Corollary IV.B.l; Take the model to be the balanced one­
way random model and let f^ be an arbitrary Type A esti­
mator of T. Then, if I>3, estimates T unbiasedly. 
Corollary IV.B.l is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
IV.B.l and Corollary IV.A.1. 
By applying the results of section IV.A, it is easy 
to derive simple expression for MSEs of untruncated 
estimators of a^. 
Theorem IV.B.2: Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let k be an arbitrary positive constant 
and let dL . . be the corresponding Type A estimator 
K 7 X 
of (i = 1,...,I). Then, 
MSE(S 
= of(1-p)(pIJ)"^[l+p(I-l)l 
+ 0gP(IJ)"^{k^I(J-l)(IJ-I+2)(1-3) 
- 2kl(J-1)+1-1} 
(I>3; i = 1,...,1). (IV.B.3) 
Proof ; Let 0 = 0^ ^  be the corresponding untruncated esti­
mator of p. We find that 
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E[(0-p)^SS^] = E[(kSS /SS^-p)^SS^] 
= k^E(SSgZ/ss^)-2kpE(SSg)+p^E(SS^) 
= k^YglfJ-l)(IJ-I+2)[Y^{I-3)]"^-2kpYgI(J-l)+p^Ya(I-l) 
= agp{k^I(J-l)(lJ-l+2)(l-3)~^-2kI(J-l)+I-l} 
Substituting this expression into expression (IV.A.2), 
we obtain expression (IV.B.3). 
q. e. d. 
Theorems IV.A.2 and IV.B.2 can be used to obtain 
expressions for MSEs of untruncated estimators of an 
arbitrary linear combination of y, a^,...,aj. The following 
corollary is an important special case of the general result. 
Corollary IV.B.2; Take the model to be the balanced one­
way random model. Let k be an arbitrary positive constant 
and let 0^ be the corresponding Type A estimator of 
(i = 1,...,1). Then, 
g2 
= î|(i+kpi(j-l)[mhzi^ - 2]} 
(I>3; i = 1,...,1). (IV.B.4) 
This corollary is obtained by substituting expression 
(IV.B.3) into the result of Theorem IV.A.7 (ii). 
It is easy to show that expression (IV.B.3) is 
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minimized uniformly with respect to k by 
k*= (1-3) (IJ-I+2)""^, (IV.B.5) 
which is the value obtained by taking 0^ to be the mode 
of the untruncated posterior marginal distribution of p 
corresponding to Jeffreys' prior (estimator E9). 
For this value of k, (IV.B.3) reduces to: 
- Ogd-p) (pIJ)"^[l+p(I-l)] 
+ 2agP(IJ)~^(IJ-l)(IJ-I+2) 
(I>3; i = 1,...,1). (IV.B.6) 
The first term of this expression [and of expression 
(IV.B.2)] equals to the mean squared error of the 
quantity that would be the BLUE of if p were known. 
The second term can be interpreted as a penalty that is 
paid for not knowing the value of p. 
It follows from Theorem IV.A.7 (ii) that the value of 
k given by expression (IV.B.5) is also the value that 
minimizes MSE(0^ k-i'^i^' Thus, the optimal Type A esti­
mator of y+a^ is 
SS 
OjS;i ^AA^fi"^ ^ i. " (IJ-I+2) SST ^^i.~^. 
(i = 1,...,1). (IV.B.7) 
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The vector 0 jg = 0^ with elements given by 
expression (IV.B.7), can also be derived by applying the 
approach of James and Stein (1961) to the problem of 
estimating the mean vector of the balanced one-way fixed-
effects model. It will be shown in Chapter V that the 
vector Ojs is also the optimal, among Type A estimators 
of ]£, with respect to the TCMSE criterion. 
C. Unconditional Properties of 
Type B Estimators 
As indicated by the following theorem, Type B esti­
mators of an arbitrary linear parametric function t are 
unbiased under the same conditions required for unbiasedness 
of Type A estimators. 
Theorem IV.C.l; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model and let tg be an arbitrary Type B estimator 
of T. Then, if I>3, estimates t unbiasedly. 
Proof ; Let and be the corresponding Type B esti­
mators of a ,  and p ,  respectively. Let be the 
corresponding estimator of p, i.e., Pg = min{0^, 1}. 
According to Corollary IV.A.l, it suffices to prove that 
E[|âB.i|]<~« Note that E[ |6lg. I ] «» if and only if 
E[Iy^^ -y I ] <<». Using (IV.B.2), we have that 
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^ 1 E[^^|yi^-y^ J] <" . 
Q.E.D. 
Let 
-1 Vg = I(J-l)/2, = (I-l)/2, and x = (1+kp) (IV.C.l) 
where k is an arbitrary positive constant. Let s represent 
a beta random variable with parameters and v^. Recall 
that the probability density function of the beta distribu­
tion with parameters c and d is 
h(t;a,b) = B"^(c,d)t°"^(l-t)^"^ 
(0<t<l, oO, d>0) . 
We have that 
,4»/pks E{[min(f^ , l)-p] ^(1-s)} 
= p^E(1-s)-2kp^ 
X 
th(t;vg,v^)dt 
+ p^k^ |\^(l-t)"^h(t;vg,v^)dt 
+ (l-2p)| (l-t)h(t;vg>v^)dt 
= (p^+l-2p)E(l-s) 
- 2kp' 
X 
+ pv f\2(l-t)"^h(t;v^,v^)dt jo ® ^ 
th(t;vg,v^)dt 
- (l-2p) 
X 
(l-t)h(t;Vg,V^)dt 
(IV.C.2) 
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c a 6 a 
i*(v_,v.+1) (IV.C,3) 
Making use of the well-known recursive formula 
I^(c+l,d-l) = I^(c,d) r(c+d) 
r(c+i) (d) (IV.c.4) 
(e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun, 1970, section 26.5), we find 
that 
, X ° (1-x) ° r P -2pk(IJ-I+2) -2 1 
B(vg,v^) l(I-l) (1-3)(I-l) (1-3)J-
(IV.C.6) 
Using Theorems IV.A.4 and IV.A.5, and result (IV.C.5), 
we obtain the following theorem; 
Theorem IV.C.2 ; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let k be an arbitrary positive constant and 
let Èlp» ic.-i be the corresponding Type B estimator of 
E{[min(^, l)-p]2(l-s)} = Y (IV.C.5) 
where 
. .2,,2 I(J-l) (IJ-I+2) 
+ p k (ï%3) 
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«i (i = 1 I). Then 
a^) = ag(IJp)"^ [l+p(I-l)] + (IJ-l)Y 
{I>3; 1=1 9  • • •  f  I) (IV.C.7) 
where Y, x, v„, and are defined by expressions (IV.C.6) 
6 a. 
and (IV.C.l). 
Note that "l* and hence expression (IV.C.7) involve 
the incomplete beta function ratio. Thus, in general, 
numerical methods will have to be used to evaluate expression 
(IV.C.7). It can be shown that there is no value of k that 
minimizes expression (IV.C.7) uniformly. 
As indicated by the following theorem, the truncated 
(Type B) estimator of always dominates the corresponding 
untruncated (Type A) estimator. 
Theorem IV.C.3 ; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
r a n d o m  m o d e l .  L e t  0 ^  b e  a n  a r b i t r a r y  T y p e  D  e s t i m a t o r  o f  p .  
Take = min{^y, 1}, and define 
Then 
(IV.C.8) 
with strict inequality if P(Py>l) > 0 and E[(â^.^-a^)^]<». 
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Proof ; If = <» then inequality (IV.C.8) 
2 is obviously satisfied. If E[(6iy.^-a^) ] «» then, using 
Theorem IV.A.4, 
(IJ){E[(â^..-a^)2] - E[(ay..-a.)2]} 
= e[0^-p)2ss^] - e[(0y-p)2ss^] 
= e{[922-9^2-20(e^-pullssa} 
= e{[l-9u^-2p(l-9y)]ss^|9u >l}p(pu>l) 
< E{ [1-9^2-2 (l-9y) 2SS^ I ^y>l}P (9y>l) 
= -E{(l-9y)2ss^|9u>l}p(9u>l) < 0. 
Further, the last inequality is strict if P(0y>l)>O. 
Q.E.D. 
As a special case, we find that, for I>3, the Type B 
estimator 
Vs;i = (iV'C'S) 
where 
^TJS = min{(I-3)(IJ-I+2)"l(SSg/SSa),l}, (IV.C.IO) 
has uniformly smaller mean squared error than any Type A 
estimator of (i = 1,...,I). Note that is the mode 
of the truncated marginal posterior distribution of p 
corresponding to Jeffreys' prior distribution (estimator Ell). 
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V. CONDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF ESTIMATORS 
OF RANDOM EFFECTS 
A. Preliminaries 
In the present chapter, we describe various condi­
tional properties (i.e., properties conditional on a = a) 
of the estimators of the group mean = y+a^ (i = 1,...,I) 
derived in Chapter III. The model is the balanced one­
way random model (I.A.I) and we use the notation intro­
duced in section I.A. The symbol CE denotes conditional 
expectations, i.e., we define the operator CE(') to be the 
same as the operator E(•|a=a). 
We shall consider in some detail the conditional 
properties of estimators of Types A and B. In addition, we 
give some results that may prove useful in the numerical 
evaluation of the conditional mean squared errors of other 
estimators of Types C and D. Estimators of Type E will not 
be considered. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the balanced one-way random 
model can be interpreted a,s a Bayesian formulation of the 
corresponding balanced one-way fixed model, so that it is 
to be expected that the optimal unconditional estimators 
derived under the random model will be attractive under 
the fixed model from a Bayesian point of view. We shall 
show that they are also attractive from a classical or 
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frequentist poiht of view. We find that, in general, esti­
mators of that have good unconditional properties 
when considered individually tend also to have good ensemble 
conditional properties. 
We now describe some relationships between unconditional 
and conditional properties. Let 0 = ... ,ftj) ' denote an 
estimator of y = such that E(P^) exists 
(i = 1,...,I). From standard properties of the expectation 
operator, we have that 
E(fl^-y^) = E[CE(Oj^-y^)] , (V.A.I) 
MSE(q^,y^) = E[CMSE(a^,y^)], (V.A.2) 
TB(0,y) = E[TCB(0,y)], (V.A.3) 
and 
T M S E ( g , u )  = E[TCMSE(0,y)]. (V.A.4) 
The following theorem describes some more substantial 
relationships. 
Theorem V.A.I; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Let be an arbitrary 
Type D estimator of y. We have that 
(i) TCB(Çjj,y) = 0, (V.A.5) 
and 
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(ii) MSE((ip.^,y^) = (IJ)~^E[TCMSE(qj^,y)] 
(i = 1,...,1). (V.A.6) 
Proof ; Let denote the corresponding estimator of p. 
We have that 
TCB(£p,]a) = J.CE[Z(OQ,.-p.)] 
= J.cE{z[yi,-Wi-0D(yi,-y,,)]} 
1 
= JECE(y. -y.) + J.CE[0 Z(y. -y )] = 0, 
^  X « X  U  J L  *  #  *  
which proves (i). Further, using Theorem IV.A.7 (i) and 
relationship (V.A.4), we find that 
MSE(OQ.i,y.) = (IJ)"^TMSE(ajj,y) 
= (IJ)"^E[TCMSE(aj^,y)] . 
Q.E.D. 
According to Theorem V.A.I, the components of a 
shrinkage estimator of y of Types A, B, C, or D are not 
necessarily conditionally unbiased, however, the sum of 
their conditional biases is zero. Further, conditional 
ensemble estimation is closely related to the unconditional 
estimation of individual components. 
Let a* = (aJ,...,a*)', and recall that 
i i 
s f  =  (  z a * ^ ) / ( I - l )  =  [ (  S  ( ( x . - â . . ) ^ ] / ( I - l ) .  T a k e  M to be a 
" i=l ^ i=l ^ " 
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random variable whose distribution is Poisson with 
parameter 
X = (1/2) [Jd-D/Ogls^ = (l/2)(J/0g)a*'a* 
unless A=0, in which case define M=0. Note that A=0 if 
and only if a*=0. Let w^^, Wg, Wg ^ w^, and Wg be random 
2 
variables such that, conditional on M, w^ ~ x (IJ-I), 
W2~X^(1-1+2M), Wg~x^(I+l+2M), w^^x^fl+l)' and Wg~x^(I-l)' 
with w^ being distributed independently of Wg, Wg, w^, 
and Wg. Further, define Sg, s^, s^, and Sg to be random 
variables such that, conditional on M, Sg ~ beta(Vg,V2), 
Sg^betafVg/Vg), s^ ~beta(Vg,Vj), and Sg ^ betafv^/vg), 
with Vg = (1/2)(IJ-I), Vg = (1/2)(I-1+2M), V3 = (1/2)(I+1+2M), 
V4 = (1/2)(I+l), and = (1/2)(I-l). 
We now give some results that are useful in computing 
conditional biases and mean squared errors for estimators 
of the first four types. These results are proven in the 
Appendix. 
Let 0^ = fp(SSg, SS^), where f^ is an arbitrary posi-
2 tive function, and define hj^(x,y) = fp{x,y) - 2fj^(x,y) 
for x>0, y>0. Let 0^ and 0^,^ be the corresponding Type D 
estimators of y and (i - 1,... ,1). Take the model to 
be the balanced one-way random model. 
If CE(0 ..) exists, then the conditional bias of U / 1 
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Oo-i is given by 
cs(OD,i-"ii =-cE[SD<yi.-y..'i 
= -(Og/J)a*(a*'a*)"^E[2MfQ(OgW^,OgW2)], 
if a*?^0, 
= 0, if a*=0^ 
(i = 1,...,1), (V.A.7) 
as proven in Theorem VIII.B.2 in the Appendix. 
The conditional mean squared error of 0^.- is 
u / 1 
CMSE(Oo.i,p.) = C E [ ( O o.i-Wi)^] 
= (0g/J)E{l+(I-l)/I]hp(0gWj^,agW3) + (2M)at^(a*'a*)~^ 
• thjj(agWj^,agW2) +2fj^(agWj^,0gW2) ]}, if a*fO, 
= (a^/J)E{l+[(I-l)/I]hjj(a^W3^,a^W4)}, if a*=0 
(i = 1,...,I), (V.A.8) 
as proven in Theorem VIII.B.3 in the Appendix. 
Theorem VIII.B,6 gives the following, result, which is 
useful in computing conditional mean squared errors of 
linear combinations of the 0 .'s; U j ±  
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CE[(OD;i-Ui)(OD;i'-Wi')] 
= a*at,E{hp(a^W3_,agW3) 
rf 
+ -J(a*'a*) "2Mfjj(aJWj^,0gW2)}, * e ,  u . .  a . v - 1 ^ . . ^  , 2 .  2  
if 0*^0, 
= 0 ,  i f  a * = 0  
(i>i' = 1,... ,1) (V.A.9) 
(if CE[ (Oj^. ] exists). 
According to Theorem VIII.B.4 in the Appendix, the.total 
conditional mean squared error of is 
TCMSE(qp,ji) = J?CE[(ftp.^-y^)^] 
= a l  E^I+WghotOgWifO^Wg) 
+ 4MfQ(agWi,0gW2)}. (V.A.iO) 
For estimators of Types A, B, and C, the above 
expressions can be simplified. Let 0^ = f^(SSg/SS^), 
where f^ is an arbitrary positive function, and define 
h^(x) = f^Xx) - 2f^(x) for x>0. Let ^  and be the 
corresponding Type C estimator of and y^ (i = 1,...,I). 
Then, 
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= -{cTg/J)a*(a*'a*)""^E[2Mf^(j§^)] , 
if 2*^0, 
=0, if a*=£ 
(i = 1,...,1) (V.A.ll) 
(if CE(Og,^) exists); 
CWSE(Pc,i'Wil = (t>^/J)E+l+ 
+ 2MaJ^(a*'a*)~^ 
= (Og/J)E(l+ "^c'ï^iT"' if **=0 
( i  = 1 , . . . ,1); (V.a.l2) 
°e -1 ®2 
CEr(Oc,i-Pi)(l!c,l'-l'i''l =«î=î' i2Mf^(r:|^) 
+ ifotVO, 
= 0, if a*=0^ 
(i>i' = 1,...,I) (V.A.13) 
(if CE[ (ftj^.^-y^) (Oç. ) ] exists); 
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TCMSE(Ûç/ii) = OgE{l+(IJ-l+2M)[(l-S2)hc(YZ§^j] 
+ 4M }. {V.A.14) 
Results (V.A.11)-(V.A.14) correspond to Corollaries VIII.B.3, 
VIII.B.l, VIII.B.4, and VIII.B.2, respectively (Appendix). 
Note that the total conditional mean squared errors 
for estimators of the first four types depend on the a^'s 
2 
only through s^. Let 
sf = 2(a.-l"^Z a.) 2/(1-1). (V.A.15) 
a i l  h  *  
Unconditionally, 
®a ~ [a^/(I-l)]x^(I-l) (V.A.16) 
which means, using (V.A.6), that MSE(fl^.y^) is a gamma 
transform of TCMSE(Og,W. The family of distributions 
2 2 2 [aa/(I-l)]x (I-l) is complete as a function of a^, which 
guarantees that different TCMSE (g^^,]^) 's transform into 
different MSE(#Q,^,p^)'s. 
For estimators that are not of Types A or B, 0^ is, 
possibly, a very complicated function of SS^ and SS^, so 
that it is very difficult to obtain any further analytical 
simplification of expressions (V.A.7)-(V.A.14). In general, 
the evaluation of these expressions for a given estimator 
will require numerical integration. More tractable 
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expressions for estimators of Types A and B will be given 
in sections V.B and V.C. 
Recall that the best linear conditionally unbiased 
estimator (BLCUE) of is = y^ (i = 1,...,I), which 
corresponds to the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator. 
If Ij>3 then the vector £. = X ~ . ,yj ) ' is in­
admissible as an estimator of with respect to the TCMSE 
criterion, a result discovered and first proved by Stein 
(1956). James and Stein (1961) produced an explicit 
estimator of ja with TCMSE uniformly smaller than 
_ 2 
TCMSE(Yy^) = Ogl {I>3); we derive a version of the James-
Stein estimator in section V.B. Theorem VIII.B.5 in the 
Appendix gives a class of estimators that dominate Un­
fortunately, estimators that reduce the total conditional 
mean squared error may have component-wise conditional 
mean squared errors that are unappealing. In using an 
estimator of y that has attractive ensemble conditional 
properties, the statistician must be aware of the possi­
bility of grossly misestimating some individual components. 
In section V.B, we consider this issue, which was also 
considered by Efron and Morris (1972a) in a different 
context. 
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B. Type A Estimators 
We use the notation of the preceding section. The 
following theorem gives the conditional biases for Type A 
estimators of 
Theorem V.B.I; Let k be an arbitrary positive constant and 
let 0 , . be the corresponding Type A estimator of y.. /if K / 1 1 
Then, under the balanced one-way random model. 
CB(OA,k;i-Wi) 
= -2(Og/J)at(a*'a*)~^kE[MI(J-1)(I-3+2M)"^] 
if 
0 if a*=0 
{I>3; i = 1 I) . (V.B.I) 
Proof ; Taking f^ ( *) to be the function 
fg(x) — kx (x>0) (V.B.2) 
we find that 
E[2Mfc{iz|^)] = 2E[Mk Sgfl-Sg)"!] 
= 2k E[M VgfVg-l)"!] 
= 2k E[MI(J-1)(I-3+2M)"^] 
The theorem then follows from result (V.A.ll). 
Q.E.D. 
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The total conditional bias of 0^ is zero (Theorem 
V.A.I), however, some of the individual biases of the 
components of ^  can be quite large. Let us consider the 
maximum value that can be attained by an individual 
2 2 
conditional bias. For fixed 2 ot? = c >0, maximizing the 
h " 
absolute value of expression (V.B.I) is equivalent to 
2 
maximizing af subject to the restrictions 
E a* = 0 and E a*^ = c^. (V.B.3) 
h ^ h " 
The Lagrangian for this maximization problem is 
a*^-c^) - bgfZ a*), (V.B.4) 
h h 
where b^ and bg are the Lagrange multipliers. We have that 
3L. 
^ = 2a| - Zb^of - bg, if n=i, 
= Zb^a* - bg, if n-^i 
(n = 1,...,1). (V.B.5) 
Consider the system of equations consisting of the 
constraints (V.B.3) together with the equations obtained 
by equating the partial derivatives (V.B.5) to zero. This 
system has two solutions for a|,...,a*, namely 
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a* = + if n=i, 
= + c[I(I-l)]l/2, if nfii 
(n = 1,...,1) (V.B.6) 
It can be shown that, provided I>3, either of the solutions 
2 (V.B.6) maximizes ot| and hence the absolute value of the 
2 bias of As a function of a*'a* = c >0, the maximum 
absolute bias is 
2(0g/J)|c|"l[(I-l)/I]^/^kE[MI(J-l)(I-3+2M)"!].(V.B.7) 
2 It can be shown that the limit of this expression as c ->0 
2 is zero. Starting at c =0, the expression increases to a 
maximum and then decreases asymptotically to zero, the value 
of the bias of the ordinary least squares estimator of 
The following theorem gives total conditional mean 
squared errors for Type A estimators of y. 
Theorem V.B.2; Let k be an arbitrary positive constant 
and let be the corresponding Type A estimator of y. 
Then, 
TCMSE 
= a^I-o^kKJ-l) [2 (I-3)-k(IJ-I+2) ]CE(1/SS^) 
= Ogl-a^kKJ-l) [2(I-3)-k(IJ-I+2) ]E[ (I-3+2M)"^] 
(I>3). (V.B.8) 
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In particular, 
TCMSE(^^^j^;ji) =0g^-OgkI(J-l) [2(I-3)-k(IJ-I+2)] (1-3)"^, 
if a*=0 (I>3). 
Proof ; Note that, from property (VIII.A.4) in the Appendix, 
CE[(SS^)"^] = aJ^EL (I-3+2M)"'^] . Let the function f^ be as 
given by (V.B.2) and define h^(•) as 
h^(x) =fç(x)-2f^(x) =k^x^-2kx (x>0) . (V.B.9) 
We find that, 
E[(l-S2)h^(j^) |M] = E[k^S2(l-S2)"^-2kS2[M] 
_ k^(IJ-I) (IJ-I+2) 2k(IJ-I) ,,, „ in\ 
(I-3+2M)(IJ-1+2M) (IJ-1+2M) ^ ' ' 
and that 
E[fc(î:^)|M] = E[kS2(l-S2)"^|M] = k (IJ-I) (I-3+2M) . 
(V.B.ll) 
Combining results (V.A.14), (V.B.IO), and (V.B.ll) 
we obtain expression (V.B.8). 
Q.E.D. 
Expression (V.B.8) is minimized uniformly with respect 
to k by 
k* = (1-3)(IJ-I+2)"!. (V.B.12) 
As discussed in section IV.B, the value (V.B.12) also 
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minimizes MSE()j^ k*i'^i^ uniformly. The estimator = 
Aa k* the type proposed by James and Stein (1961) 
and we subsequently refer to it as the James-Stein 
estimator. For the James-Stein estimator, expression 
(V.B.8) simplifies to 
TCMSEtgjg,^) = agl-agl(J-l)(I-3)^(IJ-I+2)"^CE(1/SS^) 
(I>3). (V.B.13) 
The second term of expression (V.B.13) represents the 
decrease in TCMSE achieved by using the James-Stein esti­
mator to estimate £ rather than the ordinary least 
squares estimator y = 
The following theorem gives the individual conditional 
mean squared errors. 
Theorem V.B.3: Let k be an arbitrary positive constant and 
let be the corresponding Type A estimator of 
(i = 1,...,I). Then, under the balanced one-way random 
model, 
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CMSEtO 
- (Og/j)E{l + kl(J-l) k(I-l){lJ-I+2) (I-1+2M) I(I^3+2M) 
+ (2M)a?^(a*'a*) 1 — — 
1 ,k(IJ-I+2)+4 
^ (I-3+2M) 
(Og/J){l+k(J-l)[k(IJ-l+2)(l-3)"l-2]}, if a*=0 
(I>3; i = 1 I). (V.B.14) 
Proof : Take to be as defined by (V.B.9). We find that 
Substituting expressions (V.B.15) and (V.B.ll) into formula 
(V.A.ll) for the case a*^Oy we obtain, after some 
algebraic manipulation, formula (V.B.14). The derivation 
of formula (V.B.14) in the case a*=0 proceeds along similar 
lines. 
Q.E.D. 
For the James-Stein estimator, the formula (V.B.14) 
becomes 
3 
)|M] = E[k^S3(l-S3)"^-2kS3(l-S3)""^lM] 
= kl(J-l)(I-l+2M)"^[k(IJ-I+2)(I-3+2M)"^-2]. 
(V.B.15) 
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CMSE(0 
(I-3)I(J-1) r(I-l)(I-3) 
(IJ-I+2) (I-1+2M) 4(I-3+2M) (o /J)E{1 + 
(I+l) 
(I-3+2M) 
(Og/J){l-(I-3)(J-l)/(IJ-I+2)}, if a*=0 
(I>3; i = 1 9  • • •  9  I) , (V.B.16) 
where Ojg.£ = Recall that CMSE(y^^,y^) = a|/J. 
While the James-Stein estimator necessarily has smaller 
TCMSE than the ordinary least squares•estimator the 
conditional mean squared error of the ith component of the 
James-Stein estimator may be much larger than that of 
y^ for "unusually" large or small values of For 
2 fixed a*'a* = c >0, the maximization of expression (V.B.16) 
[like the maximization of the more general expression 
(V.B.14) or the maximization of the absolute value of 
expression (V.B.I)] is equivalent to the maximization of 
2 
a* subject to the restrictions (V.B.3). At the maximizing 
values of aj,...,a*, the value of expression (V.B.16) 
becomes 
Starting at a*'a* = 0, the quantity (V.B.17), as a function 
of a*'a*, increases from its minimum value [given by 
(0g/J)E{l + (I-3)(J-l)(I-l)[I-3+2M(I+l)] 1 (IJ-I+2)(I-1+2M)(I-3+2M) ' (V.B.17) 
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expression (V.B.16), a*=0] to its maximum value and then 
2 decreases asymptotically to o^/J, the CMSE of the ordinary 
least squares estimator. The above discussion parallels 
that of Efron and Morris (1972a), although the context is 
different. These authors propose an estimator that can be 
viewed as a compromise between ^ and the James-Stein esti­
mator. Their compromise limits the conditional mean squared 
error of the individual components, while sacrificing a 
small fraction of the savings in total conditional mean 
squared error achieved by the James-Stein estimator. 
The following theorem can be useful in finding condi­
tional mean squared errors of Type A estimator of linear 
combinations of 
Theorem V.B.4 ; Let k be an arbitrary positive constant 
and let ft, . . be the corresponding Type A estimator of 
AfK} 1 
(i = 1,...,I). Then, under the balanced one-way 
random model, 
CB[(OA,k;i"Wi)(OA,k;i'"Ui')] 
-
= 0 ,  i f  a * = 0  
(I>3; i>i' = 1,...,I). (V.B.18) 
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Theorem V.B.4 can be derived from formula (V.A.12) by 
making use of results (V.B.15) and (V.B.ll). 
C. Type B Estimators 
We use the notation of section V.A. The following 
theorem gives an expression (in terms of incomplete beta 
function ratios) for the conditional bias of a Type B 
estimator of 
Theorem V.C.I; Let k be an arbitrary positive constant and 
let îig be the corresponding Type B estimator of 
(i = 1,...,I). Define z = z(k) = (1+k) ^. Then, under 
the balanced one-way random model, 
CB(OB,k;i-Wi) 
= -2 (Og/J) a| (a* 'a*) "^E{M[l-l2 (v^^Vg) 
+ Vg(V2-l)~^l2(Vg+l,V2-l)3}, if a*fiO, 
= 0 ,  i f  a * = £  
(I>3; i = 1,...,1). (V.C.I) 
Proof : Let 
fg(x) = min{kx, 1} (x>0). (V.C.2) 
The theorem follows from result (V.A.ll) upon noting that 
E[fc(j:r|-) |M] = E{min[ks2(l-S2)" ,1] |M} 
= {Vg(V2-l)"^Iz(Vg+l,V2-l)+l-l2,(V3,V2)}. (V.C.3) 
Q.E.D. 
As in the case of Type A estimators, the total condi­
tional bias of a Type B estimator of y is zero, but some of 
the individual biases can be very large, especially for 
unusually large or small values of y^. 
Theorem V.C.2 : Let k be an arbitrary positive constant 
and let Og be the corresponding Type B estimator of y. 
Then, under the balanced one-way random model 
TCMSE(Og^]^,y) (1/2)(I+l)-(3/2)Og(I-l)(1-r)/r 
z^^e'^2'1^2(^2-1) k -2kv^+v« e z 
+ 4kMVg(V2-l)~^-4M] 
V 2 k^(Vg+l)(2zVg+z-zv2-Vg-l) 
(1-z)V2 (V j - l )  
4kM 
2k+l (V.C.4) 
2 2 2 • 
where r = a /(a +Js ) and z is as defined in Theorem 
e e a 
V.C.I. 
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Proof ; Define 
h^(x) = f^tx) - 2f^{x) (x>0), (V.C.5) 
where f^ is given by (V.C.2). We find that 
= E^fl-SgiminEk^Sgfl-Sg) 
- Zfl-SglmintkSgtl-Sgl'^flllM} 
= (Vg+l)Vg(Vg-l)-!(Vg+Vgi'llg(Vg+2,V2-1) 
- V2(V^+V2)-^[1-I3(V^,V2+1)J 
- ZVgfVg+Vgi'llgtVg+lfVg). (V.C.6) 
By substituting expressions (V.C.6) and (V.C.3) into 
formula (V.A.14), making use of some properties of the in­
complete beta function ratio (e.g., Abramowitz and 
Stegun, 1970, relationships 26.5.11 and 26.5.16), and 
engaging in some algebraic manipulation, we obtain 
expression (V.C.4). 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem establishes that a Type B 
(truncated) estimator of always dominates the corresponding 
Type A (untruncated) estimator with respect to the TCMSE 
criterion. 
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Theorem V.C.3; Let 0^ = f^(SS^/SS^) where is .an arbitrary 
positive function and define = min{gy,l}. Take 
Ou,! = yi.-eu<?i.-y..> OT,i = 
(i — « Let — (Oy •]_'•••' ûjj * I ^ and 
Ot = (Piji.i/• • • fftip. j) '. Then, under the balanced one-way 
random model, 
TCMSE(&p,u; < TCMSE(Oy,y). 
Proof ; Let f^(x) = min{fy(x), 1}. Note that f^(x) = 1, 
if fy(x)>l, and that f,p(x) = fy(x), otherwise. Using 
result (V.A.13), we have that 
TCMSE - TCMSE(£jj,,y) 
= agE{ (IJ-1+2M) (I-S2) [fu(i:~)-l]^ 
>  0 .  
Q • E • D • 
As a particular case of the above theorem, we find 
that the truncated estimator O^jg = £.g with k* given by 
(V.B.12) dominates the James-Stein estimator (£jg) with 
respect to the TCMSE criterion. We refer to the estimator 
as the positive-part or truncated James-Stein esti­
mator. The James-Stein estimator dominates ^  and is the 
optimal Type A estimator of y with respect to the TCMSE 
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criterion. Thus, since Oipjg dominates Ojg» it dominates 
^ and all Type A estimators. 
The following theorem can be useful in deriving the 
conditional properties of Type B estimators of ]s^  (i = 
lf...fX). 
Theorem V.C.4; Let k be an arbitrary positive constant, and 
define z = (l+k) ^. Let the function h^ be as defined by 
(V.C.5). Then, if V2>2, 
=3 , +l)v 
= (V3-I) Iz'Vg+Z.vyZ) - 1 
2kv 
+ Ic'Vg.v,) - (V.C.7) 
Theorem V.C.4 can be proved by using arguments simi­
lar to those used in the proof of Theorem V.C.2. 
The quantities CMSE(Og and 
CE[(Og k'i^'^i^^k*i'~^i*^^ (i>i' — 1,...,I) can be 
expressed in terms of incomplete beta function ratios 
by using expressions (V.A.12), (V.A.13), (V.C.3), and 
(V.C.7). 
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VIII. APPENDIX; EXPECTATIONS OF FUNCTIONS OF 
NONCENTRAL CHI-SQUARE RANDOM VARIABLES 
AND RELATED DEVELOPMENTS 
A. General Results 
The results presented in this section are an extension 
of results given by Shinozaki (1974), Baranchik (1973), and 
Arnold (1981, Chapter 11). 
Let u = (u^,...,up)' be a normally distributed random 
vector with mean ^  = (0^^,... ,0r) * and variance covariance 
matrix I. Then, u'u 'V/ with X = (l/2)0^'£. 
Define M to be a Poisson random variable with 
parameter A(A>0) (when X=0 take MsO). Let v represent 
a random variable whose joint distribution, with M, is 
such that the conditional distribution of v given M is 
2 
X (r+2M). Then, the p.d.f. of the marginal distribution 
of V is 
h(x) = Z X (x;r+2n) (VIII.A.1) 
n=0 
2 
where x (';v) denotes the p.d.f. of a central chi-square 
distribution with v degrees of freedom. 
Let f(•) be a measurable positive function such that 
i) E[ |u^ I f (u'u) ] <oo. 
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and 
ii) E[ |u^uj I f (u'u) ] <00 (i>j = l,...,r). 
Let 
g(M) = E[f(v)|M], (VIII.A.2) 
and let w represent a random variable whose distribution 
is x^(r+2). Then, 
E[f(u'u)] = E[g(M)] (VIII.A.3) 
In particular, 
E[(u'u)~^] = E[(r+2M-2)~^] (r>2), (VIII.A.4) 
and 
E[(u'u)"^] = E[(r+2M-2)"^(r+2M-4)"^] (r>4). 
(VIII.A.5) 
An important recursive property of the Poisson 
distribution is 
E[Mg(M)] = XE[g(M+l)]. {VI.II,A.6) 
Result (VIII.A.6) can be verified by the following argument; 
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E[Mg(M)] = Z ng(n) 
n=0 "• 
~ -A,n 
= A E g(n+l) 
n=0 "• 
= XE[g(M+1)]. 
The following theorem gives a very useful result; 
Theorem VIII.A.l; We have that 
E[u^f{u'u)] = (0^/X)E[Mg(M)] = 0^E[g(M+l)], 
if XfiO, 
= 0, if X=0 
(i = 1,...,r). (VIII.A.7) 
Proof; Let n(u; £, represent the density of u. 
For Xf^O, we have that 
a ,00 ,00 
E[f(u'u)] = 30^ Vil J 30^ 
0  f 0  
. . . J  f  ( u ' u ) n ( u : £ , ^ ) d u  
»00 #00 
... f (u'u) [|^n(u;0,I) ]du 
—00 J —00 i 
>00 #00 
... f(u'u)(u.-0.)n(u;0,I)du I  —  T _  ^  
— 00 J —CO 
= E[(u.-0.)f(u'u)] ' (VIII.A,8) 11 — — 
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and that 
|^E[g(M)l =1^ ' 9(n) 
1 1 n=0 i
= 0. Z g(n)(n/A-1) 
^ n=0 
00 
00 
= (e./X) Z g(n)(n-X) 
n=0 n! 
(0i/X)E[g(M) (M-X)] (yiII.A.9) 
Then, combining results {VIII.A.3), (VIII.A.8), (VIII.A.9), 
and (VIII.A.6), w.e obtain formula (VIII..A.-7) .for the case Xt^G. 
If X=0, then, given u'u, u^f(u'u) is an odd integrable 
function of u^; thus 
E[u^f (u'u)|u'u] = 0, 
which implies 
E[u.f(u'u)] = 0. 
1 — — 
Q.E.D. 
The following results can be proved by arguments 
analogous to those used to establish result (VIII.A.7); 
E[u?f(u'u)] = E[{l+0?M/X)g(M+l)], if XfO, 
= E [f (w) ];, if X=0 
(i = 1 / • • • / r) (VIII.A.10) 
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E[u^ujf (u'u)] = _i^E[Mg(M+l)] = 0^0 jE[g (M+2) ] , 
if XfiO, 
= 0 ,  i f  X = 0  
(i>j = 1,...,r). (VIII.A.11) 
As particular cases of (VIII.Ai10), we have that 
E[u?(u'u)~^] = E[ (1+0?M/A) (r+2M)'^] , if XfiQ, 
= 1/r, if X=0 
(i = l,...,r), (VIII.A;12) 
and 
E[u?(u'u)~^] = E{[1+0?M/A][r+2M)(r+2M-2)]~^}, 
if X^O, 
= tr(r-2)] ifX =0 
(r>2; i = l,...,r). (VÏII.AilS) 
Two particular cases of (VIII.A.11) are: 
E[u.u^(u'u)-1] = . e.e.KCj^), 
if Xf^O, 
— 0 (r if X = 0 
(i>j = l,...,r), (VIII.A.14) 
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and 
E[u.u.(u'u)"^] 
1 J 
1 3pr M 
\ ^(r+2M)(r+2M-2) 
=  0 . 0 . E [  i®(r+2M)(r+2M+2) 
if X?iO 
0 if X=0 
(i>j = 1 r) (VIII.A.15) 
B. Applications to Conditional Properties under 
the Balanced One-Way Random Model 
Take the model to be the balanced one-way random model. 
We use the notation introduced in section I.A. 
Let 2 = (y^ f •. • ) ' and recall that u = ... ,]ij) '. 
CFg T 
Then, conditional on a=a, y. ~ N(y, —) . Define 1 to be 
an Ixl vector of I's, and take 
Note that P is a symmetric idempotent matrix of rank (I-l) 
and that 
P - I - (1/1)1'1. (VIII.B.l) 
(VIII.B.2) 
Ill 
Let T be an orthogonal Ixl matrix such that 
1 T 
T'PT = 
Define 
0 0 {VIII.-B.3) 
and 
u= (Uj^,... ,Uj) ' = (/j/ag)T'2f 
8. = (Oj^, . . . ,0j) ' = (/J/0g)T'y. 
(VIII. B.-4) 
(VIII.B.5) 
Note that, conditional on a^=a, u'vN(0^,^). We also have 
that 
2 
= Jy'Py = o u'T' SS, Z Z PTu 
=  4  ' ï '  4 -
® i=l 1 
Define 
(VIII.B.6) 
A = 
All ... 
All ••• ^11 
(Og//j)PT (VIII.B.7) 
and note that A^^ = 0 for i = 1,...,I, i.e., the last 
column of A is null. We have that 
Py = (a^//j)PTu = Au 
and hence, 
(VIII.B.8) 
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_ _ _ I-l 
y. -y = ith component of Py = Z X..u. 
. 4—2 iJ J 
(i = 1,...,1). (VIII.B.9) 
We have that 
M* = (g^/J)PTT'P = ( o ^ / J ) P ,  (VIII.B.10) 
implying that 
2 ^ 2  2  E A.. = E A . .  =  {o/J)(ith diagonal element of P) j=l 1] e 
a l  { I - D  
= jj— (i = 1,...,I). (VIII.B.11) 
Also, 
... ^  = (ag//j)P^ = P)j, (VIII.B.12) 
so that 
1=1 
E A. .0. = ith element of Pu = a.-a = aj 
i = l  1 ]  ]  — 1 . 1  
(i = 1,...,I). (VIII.B,13) 
Recall that a* = (aj,...,a*)'. Using result 
(VIII.B.3), we obtain 
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I-l 2 2 
Z 0^ = 0'T'PT0 = (J/a;)y'Py 
h=l * ® 
= (J/af) E a*^ = (J/af)™*'a*. (y,III.B.14) 
G i=l 1 e - -
Result (VIII.B.14) implies that 
9  I-l p 
X = (1/2)(J/a:)a*'a* = (1/2) E 0^. (yiII.B.15) 
® ~ ~ h=l h 
We now use various results, together with the results 
of section A, to establish some useful theorems. 
2 
Let r = I-l and let M, s^, w^, w^, Wg, Sg, s^, 
s^, Sg, Vg, Vg, Vg, Vg, and CE(*) be as defined in 
section V.A. 
Theorem VIII.B.l; We have that, under the balanced one-way 
random model, 
CE[(yi -y )^(SS^)"2] 
= (OgJ)"l{E[(I-l+2M)~^(I-3+2M)"^] 
+ 2a|^[a*'a*)"^E[M(I-l+2M)"^(I-3+2M)"^]}, 
if 
= [aflJ(I-3)]"^, if a*=0 
e — — 
(I>3; i=l,...,I). (VIII.B.16) 
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Proof; Suppose that a*^0. Then, 
CE[(y. -y )2(SS = CE{ ( 2 X..u.)^(cr^ E 
1 .  .. a i=l 1] ] ® h=l " 
I C  ^  
= Z A.JcEluJc E u2)-2]} 
® j=l 3 h=l " 
r r r , , 
+ 2 Z E A..X. E[u.u ( I u;)-^]} 
j=l 2=1 1] 1* : ^ h=l " 
IL>3 
r 2 
= a"^{E[(r+2M)"^{r+2M-2)"^]( S A..) 
® j=l 
+ 2( Z 0?)"^( E A. .0.)^E[M(r+2M)"^(r+2M-2)'^]} 
h=l ^ j=l ] 
= (GgJ)"l{(I-l)l"^E[(r+2M)"^(r+2M-2)"^] 
+ 2a|^(a*'a*)"^EtM(r+2M)"^(r+2M-2)~^]}, 
which establishes result (VIII.B.16) for the case 
A similar proof can be constructed for the case a*=0^. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem VIII.B.2; -. Suppose that 0^^ = (SSg,SS^) for some 
positive function f such that CE[f (SS_,SS_)(y. -y )] U U G a 1 » a » 
(i = 1,...,I) exists. Then, under the balanced one-way 
random model. 
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CE [ (y^ -y ^ ) ] =2 (a^/J) at (a* 'a*) "^E [Mf^ (a^w^,a^Wg) ] , 
— 0 / 
if a*^0, 
if a*=0 
(i — 1/.../I). (VIII.B.17) 
Proof ; Suppose that a* = 0. Let 
g^(c,m) = e[fj^(c,agv) |m] , (VIII.B.18) 
where v is as defined in section A. Then, 
CE[0p(yj^_-y__)] = E{CE[fo(SSg,o2 . £ ' I SSgD 
1—1 
= E A. .E{CE[fj-(SS^,a^ E u?)uJSS ]} 
4=1 u e e i ] « 
=  (  E  X . . e . ) (  E  0^)~^E{E[2Mg,(SS^,M)|SS^]} 
j=l 1] ] h=l * ® ® 
= af(Og/J) (a*'a*)"^E{E[2MgjL(SSg,M) |SSg] } 
which is equivalent to result (VIII.B.17). The case a*=£ 
can be handled in a similar way. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem VIII.B.3; Suppose that =fj^(SSg,SS^) for some 
positive function f^, and let 0^.^ be the corresponding 
Type D estimator of Then, under the balanced one-way 
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random model, 
CE[(0o..-;.)2] = (a^/J){l+(I-l)/IE[hjj(agW3^,a^W3)] 
+ 2a (a* • a* ) "^E [Mh^ ( ) +2Mf )]}, 
if 0*^0, 
= (Og/J){1+(I-l)/IE[hp(OgWi,agWj)], 
if a*=2 
( i  =  1 , . . . , I ) ,  ( V i n.B.19) 
where 
2 
hjp(X/y) =; fg/XfY) - 2fj^(x,y). (VIII.B.20) 
Proof ! Suppose that a*^0. Then, 
CE[(pD.i-yi)^] = CE[(y\ -Wi)2]+CEBPQ(y\ -y^ )2] 
- 2CE[&Q(y\ -y^ )(y^ -u^)] 
= Og/J + CE[p^(y^^-y^ )^] + 2CE[af0D(F\ -y _)] 
= Gg/J + CE[hQ(sSg,sSa)(yi,-y 
+ 2a*2(a*'a*)-l(o2/j)2[2MfQ(agWj,OgW2)] (VIII.B,21) 
Further, using results (VIII.B.9), (VIII.A.7), (VIII.A.14), 
and (VIII.B. 11)., .we find that 
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CE[hp(SS^,SS^)(?._-? _)2l 
= E{CE[h (SS ,0^ Ï u^)( ? X..U.)^|SS I) 
^ ^ « j—2 J j_2 ^J J G 
= E{E[ Z A.?g_(SS^,M+l) + 2Z Z X.„ (Z 0^)"^ 
j=l ® & i>A 1% h * 
• MggfSSgfM+l) ISSQI } 
= (Og/J) { {I-l)l"^E{E[g2(SSg,M+l) |SSj.) 
+ 2a*^(a*'a*)"^ 
1 — — 
• E(E[Mg2(SS^,M+l)jSSgJ)}, (yiII.B.22) 
where 
g2(c,agV) = E[hjj{c,agV) |M] (VIII.B.23) 
with V as defined in section A. Combining results (VIII.B,21) 
and (VIII.B.22), we obtain result (VIII.B.19) for the case 
a*^£. A similar proof can be constructed for the case 
a*=0^. 
Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is useful in our development: 
Lemma VIII.B.l; Let F(•) represent an arbitrary measurable 
2 2 function, and let Wg x M and w^ ~x (n+2) . Then, 
E[nP(w^)] =E[WgF(Wg)]. (VIII.B.24) 
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Proof: We have that 
E[nF(w_)] = f [2n/2+lr(n/2+l)]"lt*/2e-t/2np(t)dt 
'  J Q  
= f [2*/2r(n/2)]"ltF(t)t*/2-le-t/2at 
= E [ W g P { W g ) ]  .  
Q.E.D. 
Theorem VIII.B.4; Suppose that = f^(SS^,SS^) for some 
positive function f^ and let and 0^,^ be the corresponding 
Type D estimators of y and (i = 1,...,I). Then, under 
the balanced one-way random model, 
TCMSE(Ojj,u) = JZ CE((îp.^-y^)^ 
= o2{l+E[hQ(o2wi,o2w2)w2] 
+ 4E[MfQ(agWi,0eW2)]}, (VIII.B.25) 
where the function h^ is defined by (VIII.B.20). 
This theorem can be proved by combining the results 
of Theorem VIII.B.3 and Lemma VIII.B.l). 
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Corollary VIII.B-. 1; Suppose .that = f^,(SS^/SS^) for some 
positive function f^, and let be the corresponding 
Type C estimator of (i = 1,...,I). Then, under the 
balanced one-way random model, 
Proof ; Let s^ = w^/(wj^+w^) (n = 2,3,4). The distribution 
of s^ is beta with parameters and (n = 2,3,4) 
(e.g., Johnson and Kotz, 1970, Section 24.2) . Thus, the 
corollary follows from Theorem VIII.B.3. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary VIII.B.2: Suppose that = f^,<SSg,SSg^) for some 
positive function f^, and let be the corresponding 
Type C estimator of ]£. Then, under the balanced one-way 
random model, 
(aVj)E{l+(I-l)l"-^hp( ) + 2MaJ^(a*'a*) 
{aVj)E{l+(1-1)1 ^h_( 
(i = 1 I), (VIII.B.26) 
where 
hç,(x) = f^(x) - 2fg(x). (VIII.B.'27) 
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TCMSE(0^,£) = a^E{l+(IJ-l+2M) [ (1-S2)hc(3^|j)] 
®2 
+ }f {VIII.B.28) 
where the function h^ is defined by (VIII.B.27). 
Proof; Let Sg = Wj^/(Wj^+W2) and = W1+W2' Then, 
follows a central chi-square distribution with I(J-l) + 
(I-1+2M) = IJ-1+2M degrees of freedom, Sg follows a beta 
distribution with parameters and Vg, and and s^ 
are statistically independent (e.g., Johnson and Kotz, 
1970, Section 24.2). We have that 
ECh^fw^/WgjWg] = E{h^[s2/(1-S2)](I-S2)Z2^ 
= E(z2)E{h^^[s2/(l-S2) ] (I-S2) } 
= (IJ-l+2M)E[h^[s2/(l-S2)](I-S2)} (VIII.B.29) 
and 
E[fg(w^/w2)] = E{fç,[S2/(I-S2) ] } . (VIII.B.30) 
The proof can now be completed by combining results (VIII.B.25), 
(VIII.B.29), and (VIII.B.30). 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is closely related to results 
given by Baranchik (1970) and Strawderman (1973) . 
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Theorem VIII.B.5: ..Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Suppose that = fp(SSg,SS^), where 
is an arbitrary positive function, and let Op be the 
corresponding Type D estimator of y. Define 
GgfXfy) = yf^fx/xy) for x>0 and y>0. If ( •/•) satisfies 
the following conditions; 
(i) for each fixed x, g^fx,') is monotone non-
decreasing, 
(ii) for each fixed y, g^('ty) is monotone non-
increasing, and 
(iii) 0<g(',') < 2(I-3)/(IJ-I+2) 
Proof ; Suppose that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are 
satisfied. We have that 
then 
TCMSE(Oj^,y) < Ugl 
(VIII.B.31) 
Thus 
Dt"e"l'"e"2 
;(VIII.B.32) 
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where 
Z = w^{-2+[4M+2(I-3) (IJ-I+2)"^Wj^]/w2}. 
According to Theorem VIII.B.4, if suffices to show that 
expression (VIII.B.32) does not exceed zero. Fixing 
and M, we define the constant a by 
-2+[4M+2 (1-3) (IJ-I+2)~^Wj^]/a = 0. 
Note that Z<0 if W2>a and Z>;0 otherwise. From condition 
(i), we have the inequality 
2 
8(93(Oe*l' 
'1 
1 ggfOeWl, ^ )E[Z |w^/M;W2_<a]P(w2_<a|M) 
+ 93(02#!' —)E[Z|wj^,M;W2>a]P(w2>a|M) 
= 93(02*1' ^ )E[Z|Wg^,M] 
= g3(crgW^, ^)Wj^{-2+[4M+2(I-3) (IJ-I+2)"^Wj^]/(I-3+2M)} 
- rr , r -(I-3+2M)+2M . *1 i r 2(1-3) , 
^3^^6*1' w^^^l^ (IJ-I+2) ^ ^  (I-3+2M)] ' 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that 
^^93(^e*l' w^ IJ-I+2^*1 IJ-I+2^ (VIII.B.33) 
is less than or equal to zero. But, by conditions (i) and 
(ii), (VIII.B.33) is bounded above by 
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g3[a^(IJ-I+2) 2M+I-3 IJ-I+2 ] E{w^ [-l+Wj^/(IJ-I+2) ] |w^< IJ-I+2} 
. P[W3^<IJ-I+2]+g3[0g (IJ-I+2) , 2M+I-3 
. E{w^ [-1+Wj^/(IJ-I+2) ] 2 IJ-I+2} 
• P[ W j^>IJ-I+2] 
= 93[Og(IJ-I+2), 2M+I-3 IJ-I+2 •] E{Wj^[-l+Wj^/(IJ-I+2] } = 0 
which completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary VIII.B.3: SuppoSe that 0^ = f^(SS^/SS^) for some 
positive function f^ such that CE[0^(y^^ -y )] (i = 1,...,I) 
exists. Then, under the balanced one-way random model, 
CE[Og(y^ -y_ )] = a^a| (a*'a*)~^E[2Mf^^{p;~—) ] , if aVO_, 
The proof of this corollary can be easily obtained 
from Theorem VIII.B.2, using arguments similar to those 
employed in the proof of Corollary VIII.B.l. 
if a*=0 
(i = 1 9  • • •  9  I) . (VIII.B.34) 
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Lemma VIII.B.2; Take, the model to be the.balanced one-way 
random model. Suppose that 0^ = fj^{SS^,SS^) for some 
positive function f . Then, ifCE{0_(y. -y )(y^, - y  ) }  LJ U JL 9 m • 1 # * # 
exists, 
CG<eD(yi.-y..l(yi,.-y..l) = a|a?,E[fj,(cj^K^,a2w3)l 
(i>i' = 1,...,I). (VIII.B.35) 
Proof : Let g-, ( •, • ) be as defined by (VIII.B.18). Using 
results (VIII .B,13) and . (VIII .A.. 11) and proceeding as "in the 
proof of Theorem VIII.B.2, we find that 
CE{0 (y. -y )(y., -y )} Ly Ju« •• J. # # # 
— CE{P_ E E X..X.|.|U.U.(} 
° j=l j'=l 1] 1 ] ] ] 
E E A..X. , CE [0J-U .u . I ] 
J J 
= E E A. .A., .,0. e.,E{E[g, (SS ,M+2) jSSJ} 
= a*a | ,E{E[gj^(SSg,M+2)  |SSg]  }  
which is equivalent to result (VIII.B.35). 
Q.E.D. 
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Lemma VIII.B.3; Take the model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Suppose that = fj^(SSg,SS^) for some 
positive function f^.. Then, if CE{£i^(y. -y ) (y. , -y ) } U U i « # # JL * # # 
exists, 
(i>i' = 1,...,I). (VIII.B.36) 
The proof of Lemma VIII.B.3 is very similar to that 
of Lemma VIII.B.2. 
Lemma VIII.B.4; Take the model to be the balanced qnetrway 
random model. Suppose that 0^ = fjj(SS^,SS^) for some 
positive function f^. Then, if CE{^p(y^ "'^i^ ^ ^i ' ^ ^ 
exists, 
cE{PD(yi.-ni)(yi,.-y..)) 
if a *7^ 0./ 
= 0 ,  i f  a * = 0  
(i>i' = 1,...,I). (VIII.B.37.) 
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Proof : Consider the case when a*^0_. Then, 
cE{?D(yi.-Wi)(Vi..-?..)) 
= CE{0 (y. -y ) (y. , -y )} + CE{p (y -P.) (y-, -y )> 
i - f  J L  «  • •  *  m  U  • •  X  X *  *  «  
and 
CE{pQ(%^ -Wi)(yi, -y^ )} = CE(y^ -Pi)CE[pQ(y\, -y^ )] 
= -afCE[0Q(y\,_-y^ )] . 
To complete the proof for the case when a*^0^, we apply 
Theorem VIII.B.2 and Lemma VIII.B.2. The case when ci*=0 can 
be handled in a similar way. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem VIII.B.6; ' Take the "model to be the balanced one-way 
random model. Suppose that 0^ = f^fSS^fSS^) for some posi­
tive function f^ and let 0^,^ be the corresponding Type D 
estimator of (i = 1,...,I). Then, if 
CB[(OD'i"Ui)(OD"i'"Ui')] exists, 
2 2 
CE[(aj^..-y.) (0j^;i,-yi,)] = a|a|,E{hp(agW3^,agW3) 
+ (Og/J) (a*'a*)~^2Mfjj(agW3^,a^W2)}, if a^O, 
= 0 ,  i f  a * = 0  
(i>i' = 1,...,I), (VIII.B.38) 
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where the function h^ is as defined by (A.B.20). 
Proof ; Consider the case when a*^Oy Then, 
= CE[ (y^, ) ] + CEtp^/y^^-y^ ity^, -y _)] 
- cE[9D(yi.-Wi)(yi'.-y..)] 
-  cE [9D( y i ' . - U i ' ) ( y i . - y . . ) ] '  
To complete the proof for the case when a*f^Oj apply Lemmas 
VIII.B.3 and VIIIiB.4 and recall that y^ and y^, are 
uncorrelated. The case when a*=2 can be handled in a 
similar way. 
Q.E.D. 
Corollary VIII.B.4: Take the model to be the balanced one­
way random model. Suppose that 0^ = f^(SSg/SS^) for some 
positive function f^, and let be the corresponding 
Type C estimator of (i = 1,...,I). Then, if f • • • r 
/ • • • / 
if a*=2 
I), (VIII.B.39) 
if a*^0 
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where the function h^ is as defined by (VIII.B.27). 
Corollary VIII.B.4 follows almost immediately from Theorem 
VIII.B.6. 
